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ABSTRACT

SCALING AND CHARACTERIZATION OF DIRECT CURRENT
GLOW DISCHARGES PLASMA IN ATMOSPHERIC AIR
Abdel-Aleam Hefney Mohamed
Old Dominion University, 2004
Director: Dr. Karl H. Schoenbach

A microhollow cathode discharge was used as a plasma cathode to sustain a stable direct
current glow discharge in atmospheric pressure air. The volumetric scale of glow
discharge increased from the millimeter to the centimeter range by extending the plasma
in lateral and axial directions. In the axial direction, the length of the glow discharge
column was varied from 1 mm to 2 cm, with the sustaining voltage increasing linearly
with the glow discharge column length. Extension in the lateral direction was obtained by
operating discharges in parallel. The glow discharge plasma of the parallel discharge
columns was found to merge when either the discharge current or the electrode gap was
increased. For a glow discharge with a current on the order of 10 mA, the electron density
in the glow discharge exceeded 10“ cm'^, with a peak value of 10*^ cm'^ near the plasma
cathode. The electron temperature in the positive column of the glow discharge was
found to be in the range of 1.14 eV. The glow discharge axial gas temperature was found
to have a maximum value of 2200 K close to the plasma cathode, and to decrease toward
the third electrode to about 1400 K. The application of a 10 ns pulse to the glow
discharge increased the electron density to 10*^ cm'^ and reduced the power density by a
factor of three compared to the dc discharge. The effect is assumed to be due to the
nonequilibrium electron heating of the electrons without causing changes in gas
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temperature.

The gas temperature was found to increase by only 200 K within 15 ns

after the pulse, which indicated the time of energy transfer from electrons to the neutral
particles.
Flowing air through the hole of the microhollow cathode discharge generated a
stable micro-plasma jet. The power consumption in the jet was 1 to 10 W depending on
the micro-plasma discharge current. The gas temperature in the jet was controllable
between 300 K to 1000 K by varying the discharge current and the flow rate. The jet
changed from a laminar to a turbulent mode with an increase of the flow rate. The
transition from laminar to turbulent correlated to a significant decrease in its gas
temperature.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION^

Plasma is the fourth state of matter. Plasma can be defined as a partially or fully
ionized gas consisting of positive and negative ions, electrons, and neutral species. Most
of the visible matter in the universe e.g., constituents of stars and interstellar matter, is in
the plasma state.

Plasma can be divided into thermal plasma (also called hot-plasma or equilibrium
plasma) and non-thermal plasma (also called cold plasma or non-equilibrium plasma). In
the thermal plasma the temperature of all species (electrons, ions, and neutral species) is
the same, i.e., there is a thermal equilibrium. Examples are plasma in stars and fusion
plasmas. High temperatures are required to form these equilibrium plasmas, typically
ranging from 4000 K to 20 000 K. * In non-thermal plasma, on the other hand, the
temperature of electrons is usually high while that of the other species (ions and neutrals)
is much lower, i.e., there is a state of thermal non-equilibrium.

Plasmas are produced in laboratories by electrical discharges in gases. Gas pressure,
electric field duration and inter-electrode gap determine whether the plasma is thermal or
non-thermal in nature. At atmospheric pressure usually thermal plasma is produced. This
is because the collision frequency for collisions of electrons with heavy particles
increases with pressure. The electrons, gain energy from the electric field and transfer it to
heavy particles. Consequently, thermal equilibrium between different species is reached
faster. On the other hand, the non-thermal plasma is usually produced at below
’ References as in Applied Physics Letters.
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atmospheric pressure, where collision frequencies are lower and consequently the energy
transfer from electrons to heavy particles is slow. However, non-thermal plasma can also
be produced at atmospheric pressure under special conditions, such as by using a high
electric field applied for a short duration or a very small inter-electrode gap. The latter
group of plasmas, i.e., non-thermal plasma at atmospheric pressure, is the subject of the
present thesis.

Recently, the field of gas discharge and especially that of glow discharge plasma in
atmospheric pressure was rapidly expanded. This is primarily because no vacuum system
is needed, making the discharge system technologically simple and inexpensive. There is
more choice of feed gases and, consequently, a larger variety of chemically active species
can be produced. Moreover, the low gas temperature opened new fields of applications,
for example, biological decontamination^’^ and semiconductors surface treatments
(cleaning). Applications are air plasma ramparts,"^ environmental pollution control,^
lasers, thin film deposition,^ materials processing,^ and ozone formation.®

Many of the efforts in generating stable glow discharges at high pressure have
focused on preventing the onset of instabilities in the regions near the electrodes,
particularly in the cathode region. These are the regions of higher electric fields and
consequently higher power density compared to the positive column of the discharge.
This region is, therefore, the cradle of instabilities that lead to constrictions and arc
formation in the discharge. Segmentation of the cathode and ballasting the individual
discharge resistively have has been used to prevent the onset of glow-to-arc transition
instability in atmospheric pressure glow discharges.^ Another method for eliminating the
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conditions for glow-to-arc transition in the cathode fail region of a glow discharge is to
reduce the cathode fall by providing the electrons through external sources rather than
through ion impact at the cathode."^ This requires replacing the cathode with an externally
controlled electron emitter. Besides offering the possibility to adjust the electron emission
to the large volume glow discharge, this approach also keeps the thermal losses in the
cathode (which in the case of resistive ballast are substantial) to a minimum and reduces
the requirements for cooling.
A hollow cathode discharge (HCD) is a special form of glow discharge. The hollow
cathode effect was discovered by Paschen*® in 1916 and subsequently developed for its
use in spectroscopic light sources. Since then, its applications have been extended to
lasers, ion thrusters,” pseudosparks,display panels,” and UV light sources.”
Most of the earlier studies regarding the hollow cathode discharge have been
performed at low pressures. Attempts to extend the pressure range have been also
reported by White” in 1959. Using the similarity law ( V = V(pD), where is p is the
pressure and D is hole diameter, high-pressure operation of HCD can be predicted. This
can be achieved at constant sustained voltage by reducing the diameter of the hollow
cathode. This law considers the pendulum motion of the electrons between the opposite
sides on the cathode hole to account for the hollow cathode effect. Under this condition,
the product pD has to be in the range 0.1-10 Torr cm for operation in noble gases.”
Therefore, reduction of the cathode hole dimensions allows te discharge to operate as a
hollow cathode at higher pressure (Microhollow Cathode Discharge, MHCD).”
The advantage of the operation of the MHCD in atmospheric pressure was the
reason behind using the MHCDs as a plasma cathode to sustain a glow discharge in
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atmospheric air.’* The glow discharge operates at atmospheric pressure with a gap in the
millimeter range.
The goal of this work is to expand the atmospheric pressure glow discharge plasma
in both longitudinal and lateral directions and characterize the generated glow discharge
plasma. We successfully used two methods to extend the glow discharge in the
longitudinal direction. The first method was by increasing the gap distance between the
MHCD, plasma cathode, and the third electrode (second anode). The second method was
by flowing air at a relatively high rate through the MHCD hole and thus generating a
micro-plasma jet in atmospheric pressure air.
We have achieved the transverse expansion by superposition of the individual
discharges in parallel. In order to operate discharges in parallel, individual ballast is
needed since the discharges have a negative differential conductance.
The electrical discharge characteristics were examined to obtain information on the
effect of the electric field and gap distance. Photographs were taken to obtain information
on the special distribution of the discharge. The residual voltage was measured by
extrapolating the discharges voltage when the gap was reduced. By using the results of
electrical and optical measurements, the electron density was obtained by means of
Ohm’s law. Spectroscopic method and thermocouple were used to measure the gas
temperatures. Moreover, information on the electron temperature in the positive column
was estimated using information on gas temperature and electric field.
For power density reduction a 10 ns pulse superimposed to dc was applied to the
discharge. Fast electric probes were used to study the electrical characteristics of the
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discharge. Imaging and spectral measurements were preformed by means of a fast ICCD
camera with an exposure time of 200 ps.
This dissertation consists of seven chapters. The first two chapters provide
background information. While chapter I gives a general introduction of the work,
chapter II describes the physics of the glow discharge and the scaling of glow discharges
from low pressure to high pressure. The experimental setup and procedures as well as the
experimental diagnostic methods, for MHCD, MHCD sustain dc and pulsed glow
discharge plasma, and the micro-plasma jet system, are presented in chapter three and
four, respectively. A brief description of the obtained results from these systems is
depicted in chapter five and six while chapter VII contains the discussion. At the end
(chapter VIII) a summary of the work is given. In Appendix A the theoretical basis for
spectroscopic measurements of gas temperature are explained. Lastly, in Appendix B
represents the information and specifications of the intensified charge coupled device
(ICCD) camera.
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CHAPTER II
GLOW DISCHARGE
2.1 Plasma
2.1.1 Plasma in Complete Thermodynamic Equilibrium
In thermal plasma there is complete thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e., ions,
electrons, and photons are in equilibrium, which means that the rate of production of each
particle equals exactly the rate of the reverse process. In thermodynamic equilibrium, the
energy of every particular kind of particles is distributed over all particles present in the
gas, according to the Boltzmann distribution law* :
(2 . 1)

N =—exp
g
En~E„
N„ 8 „
kT

Here, E„ and Em characterize two discrete levels or continuous energy of the same
species, Nn and

represent the number density of particles in the corresponding states,

and g„ and gm are the relevant statistical weights.
In the case that ionization is included, this equation leads to the Saha-Eggert
equation (W. Lochte-Holtgreven, 1995)*:
(2.2)

Af.-,

t'.-i

*

U rj

The index z characterizes the state of ionization,
free electrons,
andU^,

is the pressure exerted by the

is the energy of ionization for the state z, h is Planck’s constant,

are the partition functions of ions which are given by
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kT

(2.3)

where V is the volume of the system and m, is the ionic mass. The definition of the state
of equilibrium implies that the number of excitations of atoms by electrons is equal to the
number of collisions of the second kind, and that the collisional ionization value is equal
to the recombination value for three colliding particles, and that radiation emitted is equal
to the radiation absorbed. Since the radiation should be reabsorbed to reach equilibrium,
the absorption distance for radiation should be less than the source dimensions. However,
some radiation loss from the plasma is inevitable at any temperature. Therefore, true
thermodynamic equilibrium including the radiation cannot be realized in laboratory
plasmas.^

2.1.2 Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (L.T.E.)
In L.T.E. the electrons and the ions are in equilibrium among themselves, whereas
the photons are not. In many cases, when collisions dominate, the same law which
describes the thermodynamic equilibrium, with exception of radiation equilibrium, can
describe the resulting stationary state. Such plasma is said to be in local thermodynamic
equilibrium.^
The number density of electrons necessary to obtain complete L.T. E. is given by
^ kT^

17

n >9x10'

\ X h j

\X h

1/2

(2.3)

j

with E 2 the first excited level (upper resonance level). The above equation means
that high temperature, T, is required in order to reach equilibrium distribution of energy
over the levels.
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2.1.3 Non-L.T.E. Plasmas (Non-equilibrium Plasmas)
In this case, the energy over excited states of atoms is no longer distributed
according to Boltzmann distribution law and Saha’s equation does not hold. Each
collision process is no longer balanced by its inverse collision process as it was in the
L.T.E. Instead, a different kind of equilibrium may be realized in which the ionization by
collision is balanced by a radiative recombination of an ion with an electron. In place of
Saha’s equation, the ratio of the number density of ions in their ground ionization stage,
z, to the number density in the ionization stage z + 1, is given by:^
^ z ,l

_

^z+1,1 i^ e )

^2 4)

K A T ,)
with a the radiative recombination coefficient and

the collisional ionization

coefficient. Equation (2.4) is called the corona equation. It is important to notice that the
degree of ionization in equation (2.4) is dependent on the electron density ng.
It is assumed that the electrons have a Maxwellian velocity distribution. The
neutrals or the ions may have a different velocity distribution, which is not necessarily
Maxwellian. Instead of a recombination by three-body collisions (the true inverse to
collisional ionization) only two-body radiative recombinations are considered, as is the
case for low electron densities.

2.1.3.1 The Physics and Chemistry of Non-equilihrium Plasmas
In non-equilibrium plasmas, the energy necessary for the chemical reaction is
transferred by electrons, which constantly take up energy from the applied field. In the
low-pressure case, the electrons cannot collide often enough with the neutrals to reach
equilibrium with heavy particles. The stationary state is primarily governed by the energy
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losses that the electrons and ions incur by recombination on the walls of the enclosure of
the discharge"^. In the high-pressure case, the fast electrons do transfer their energy to the
heavy particles, atoms, and molecules fast enough to reach thermodynamic equilibrium.
The collision frequency, Vm is 3

X

10*^ s ' for air at room temperature and atmospheric

pressure.^ For a gas temperature of 2000 K, Vm is lower by a factor of 6.7, then Vm = 4.5x
10" s '.
The electron energy distribution is depends on the total field to which the electron is
subjected to and the interaction with other particles. This can be described by the
Boltzmann (transport) equation:

.

, I.

(2-5)

Here, a = eE/m, where a is the acceleration and m is the electron mass. This
equation shows that the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) j{x,v,f) changes
with time due to the following: (a) particle motion or drift in physical space; (b) change
in particle velocity due to the externally applied field; and (c) collision between the
particles.
The collision term, the term on the right hand side of the Boltzmann equation,
describes the change of the EEDF due to collisions of electrons with other particles. This
term is the connection between the physics of the electrons and the chemistry of the
species produced. In the case of glow discharges, one has less control over the average
energy of the electrons. In the positive column of a glow discharge in a tube, energy
losses caused by particle recombination on the walls of the discharge tube determine the
average electron energy.^ Therefore, to alter the electron temperature the wall geometry
or the tube diameter needs to be changed.
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The fast electrons in non-equilibrium plasma usually initiate the chemical
reactions. In an excitation reaction, the fast electrons (e) collide with gas molecules/atoms
(M/A) and excite them to higher energy levels, i.e., to excited states (M*/A*), as
illustrated in the following reactions;
e+

A +e

(Excitation)

(2 .6 )

e -{■M —^ M H"e.
The electrons lose part of their energy during excitation, which is replenished by the
applied electric field. The excited molecules or atoms either initiate other reactions or
disassociate by the following mechanism:
A + M* ^ X + Y .

(2.7)
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Figure 2.1. The chemical reaction initiated by micro discharge in air.^

The transfer of energy via electrons to the species is accomplished mostly by short
electron pulses. Figure 2.1 shows the computed evolution of particle species in a single
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microdischarge in “air” (80% Nitrogen and 20% Oxygen).^ The short current pulse of
roughly 10-ns duration deposits energy in various excited levels of N 2 and O 2 , some of
which lead to disassociation and finally to the formation of ozone and different nitrogen
oxides. Most of the charge carriers disappear after about 50 ns and the chemical reaction
proceeds without major interference from the charge carrier and without major electrical
losses.^
Each reaction is influenced by pressure, temperature and the electron energy
distribution. The electron energy distribution defines the rate coefficient, k, which is a
function of the cross-section, a, of the reaction and the (EEDF), /. Knowing the crosssection as a function of the EEDF and calculating the EEDF by solving the Boltzmann
equation, the rate coefficient can be obtained by solving the integral:
k = {vo)^ = °°\vc7f{e)de

(2.3)

Akishev et al.^ have summarized the rate coefficient values and the main types of
reactions that occur in glow discharge in air.
There are several sub-classes of non-equilibrium plasmas, such as glow discharge
plasmas, corona discharge plasmas, silent discharge plasmas, RF discharge plasmas, etc..
We will discuss the glow discharge in detail in the following section.

2.2 Glow Discharge
The low-pressure glow discharge theory was developed in the beginning of the last
century. High pressure glow discharges were also discovered more than 100 years ago.^
In the following section, we will discuss some aspects of the glow discharge.
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2.2.1 Phenomenology
The glow discharge owes its name to its positive column luminosity. A glow
discharge is a self sustained discharge with cold cathode emitting electrons mostly due to
positive ion bombardment. One of the most distinctive features of the glow discharge is
the cathode fall, which is a layer of positive space charge at the cathode, with strong field
at the surface and a potential drop of 100 to 400 V. The cathode fall thickness is inversely
proportional to the pressure of the gas. The inter electrode separation is filled with the
region called positive column which is an electrically neutral plasma region with fairly
weak electric field. The positive column is separated from the anode by the anode layer.
These three regions will be discussed in the following section.
The potential distribution in a glow discharge can be characterized by three regions;
the potential drops rapidly close to the cathode, varies slowly in the positive column, and
drops again close to the anode, as illustrated in Figure 2.1c. The electric fields in the
system are highest in the sheaths at each of the electrodes, cathode fall and anode fall.
Electrons accelerated in the cathode fall collide with ambient molecules or atoms,
transferring energy to the collision partner, or leaving by diffusion and recombination,
and consequently slow down when they reach near the negative glow and get transferred
into the positive column.
The DC glow discharge has a striking appearance of alternating light and dark
spaces. The structure of a typical low-pressure glow discharge is shown in Figure 2.2,
which illustrates schematically the various regions between the cathode and anode of
glow discharge. These regions have distinctive features, so each region has been named
according to its special characteristics.
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Figure 2.2. Typical special distributions o f luminous intensity, potential, field.
space-charge density, and current density in a glow discharge regions. 10

Electrons are ejected from the cathode at an energy less than 1 eV, which is not
sufficient to excite ambient atoms or molecules. For this reason, a dark space called Aston
dark space appears next to cathode. The field accelerates the electrons to energy
sufficient for excitation. As a result, excitation and de-excitation result in a bright region
called cathode glow. More than one layer of cathode glow may be formed due to the
excitation of deferent atomic levels, lower ones close to the cathode and higher ones
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further out. As the electrons travel further they accumulate more energy from the field
and start to ionize the ambient molecules rather than excite them in cathode dark space.
In this region electrons are multiplied by ionization process. The ions, being much
heavier than electrons, move slowly and a large positive space charge builds up in this
region.
Due to the avalanche process of electron multiplication in the cathode dark space,
the electron flux is large at the end of this region. The field, on the other hand, is not
strong any more and continues to fall off. Consequently, the energy of electrons
decreases. Under these conditions the excitation dominates over the ionization in the
following region called the negative glow region. In this region, first the lines emitted
from the higher atomic levels are observed and then the lines from the lower atomic
levels, in an order reversed to the cathode glow region (Seeliger’s rules).^ As the
electrons lose their energy, the excitation rate becomes very small and the Farady dark
space region is formed next.
The longitudinal electric field, in Faraday dark space, gradually increases and some
of the electrons can excite the ambient molecules/atoms as they enter into the next region
called the positive column. The average electron energy in the positive column is 1-2 eV.^
This electron energy distribution (FED) contains electrons with sufficient energy to
excite atoms and to generate the luminescence of the positive column. The positively
biased anode pulls electrons and repels ions to form a negative space charge in front of
the anode. The field of the space charge accelerates the electrons further in the region
called the anode glow.
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2.2.2 Pressure Scaling
Figure 2.2 shows an example of a self-sustained glow discharge at a pressure of a
few Torr or less. The electric field established between the two electrodes can be either
dc or ac. The plasma is generated by increasing the amplitude of the field above the
breakdown field E b, which is the field needed to sustain the discharge in the gas in the
absence of the space-charge field.” The electric field needed to sustain the plasma. Eg, is
lower than the breakdown field Es, with the difference being a function of the operating
condition."* As a result of plasma conductivity, a current, /, flows through the circuit.
Since the electron emission from cold metallic electrodes is negligible,^ secondary
electrons emission through ion impact provide the current continuity.
A glow discharge works at a low pressure (p ~ 10'^ - 10^ Torr) with an electrode
voltage V ~ 10^ - 10^ V and a current I ~ 10"* - 10~* A.^ In a normal glow discharge, for
constant pressure, the current density in the cathode fall is independent of the current
flowing in the circuit, i.e., J ~ constant.*^ However, the cross-sectional area of the
discharge is proportional to /. Therefore, large cross-sectional areas and large volume
plasma can be obtained by increasing the current passing through the circuit. The crosssectional expansion will continue until the discharge covers the entire cathode surface. At
this point, a further increase in the discharge current is combined with an increase in the
current density J and the normal glow discharge changes to an abnormal glow discharge.
Moreover, as the current density increases, the discharge becomes unstable due to glowto-arc transitions. This instability is caused by the change in the collision rates, which
depend on particle distribution and the electric field.
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For a constant current, the current density J in the normal glow varies with the
square of the pressure p, i.e. J a p^. Therefore, the cross-sectional area of the plasma
decreases with increasing pressure at constant current. However, the increase in the
pressure beyond a certain limit causes a glow-to-arc transition.

For a glow to arc

transition there is a threshold current density that depends on the operating characteristics
of the discharge, gas type, and electrode material. As a result, by keeping the current
density below the threshold for the glow-to-arc transition, one can obtain glow discharges
at relatively high pressures.*^ This is one of the key points on which the present study is
based.
In a weakly ionized gas at low pressure, the electron density ranges between 10*_
10*^ cm'^.*"* Under these conditions, the collision rate between electrons and neutral
molecules is insufficient to bring about thermal equilibrium. Consequently, the mean
energy (the electron temperature Tg) of the electrons can be one to two orders of
magnitude higher than that of the neutral and ionic species,

and T,. Therefore, the

plasma created by the glow discharge is a nonequilibrium plasma.
On the other hand, when the pressure increases, the collision rate rises to a point
where an equilibrium between the electron energies and the neutral particle energies is
reached. It means that the electron temperature is almost equal to the neutral particle
temperature (gas temperature, Tg). In this case, the electron density usually ranges from
10'^-10‘Vm-'.^°
Figure 2.3 illustrates the trend in electron and neutral temperatures with pressure for
a plasma discharge with a mercury and rare gas mixture.^’

At 1 mTorr, the gas

temperature is close to room temperature, 300 K, while the electron temperature is 10000
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K (1 eV = 11600 K). These two temperatures merge together above 5 Torr to an average
value of about 5000 K. Since the probability of energy exchange upon the collision of an
electron and a molecule depends on the nature of the molecule, the pressure at which Tg
and Tg become nearly equal depends on the gas composition as well.

2a>

-4

3

■2

1

10

Pressure (Torr)
Figure 2.3. Schematic o f the electron and gas temperature as a function o f pressure
in a plasma discharge at constant current.^

2.2.3 Breakdown Mechanism at High Pressure
If the product of the gas density n and gap width d is small, Townsend breakdown
occurs.’^ It is initiated by a succession of electron avalanches, which interact with the
electrode through the charged particles and photons. If, on the other hand, the product nd
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is large, a streamer breakdown is initiated.*^ The streamer becomes self-propagating and
causes breakdown in a single transit due to the high concentration of space charge at the
head of the electron avalanche (streamer) and the resulting high “Eigenfield”. Effective
reduced field at breakdown is considerably higher than in the case of the Townsend
breakdown.

2.2.4 Thermal and Electronic Discharge Instabilities
1Q 1Q

Glow-to-arc transition ’ ’ occurs because of the positive feedback between the
lowering of the gas density, N, through Joule heating and the ionization rate by electron
impact as illustrated in Figure 2.4. The applied electric field accelerates the electrons,
which then collide with the neutral atoms or molecules, transferring some of their energy
to them. Consequently, their temperature increases, which increases E/N. This shifts the
electron energy distribution to higher energy, which increases the ionization rate, because
the ionization rate is an exponential function of E/N. Increasing the ionization rate leads
to an increase in the electron density, which increases the current density. Increasing the
current density increases the number of collisions, leading to more energy transfer and a
higher temperature of the neutral particles. This process repeats and leads to positive
feedback of energy transfer, referred to as thermal instability.
The time constant leading the glow-to-arc transition is an important parameter for
discharge instabilities. In molecular gases, a significant amount of energy flow occurs
via the vibrational states of the molecules.^* The time needed to transfer the energy
between vibrational and translational modes determines the time constant for thermal
instability. Low-pressure glow discharges have much longer time constants (can be
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infinitely large) than high-pressure glow discharges. For a given current density, these
time constants decrease with increasing pressure. At atmospheric pressures, the time
constants can be a few nanoseconds.^^
The onset of this instability at high pressures can be delayed or preventing by the
following: (a) using ballast resistors connected in series with the discharge electrodes, (b)
flowing the gas mixture more rapidly (aerodynamic stabilization), or (c) repetitively
pulsing the electric field (RF-stabilization). However, all these techniques provide
stability in a limited range of parameters. Raising the pressure or the discharge power
beyond the limited range further triggers the instability (glow-to-arc transition).
In electronic instabilities^^ i.e., runaway ionization leading to discharge constriction,
results from the coupling between the electron energy distribution and the excited state
population (N*) (or negative ions (AT) when electronegative gases are present), with the
ground state population (AT) constant. The change in EEDF coupled with change in N*or
AT leads to an increase in the ionization rate and subsequent positive feedback to the
distribution function. The attachment-induced instability in an electronegative gas
mixture is an example of this type of instability. The instability can develop when the
negative ion concentration is on the order of the electron concentration, which is often the
case in high-pressure discharges in molecular, attaching gases.
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Figure 2.4. Thermal instability development (glow to arc transition) occurs because
o f the positive feedback between Joule heating and the ionization rate by electron impact.

The electronic instability is triggered by either fluctuations in the electric field or in
the electron density and is likely to be initiated in the cathode fall. It appears in the form
of an ionization wave growing from the electrode region. Multistage ionization instability
is another example of electronic instabilities. This instability results from an enhancement
in the tail of the electron energy distribution due to superelastic scattering, with an
associated increase in ionization.^"^
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2.3 High Pressure, Large Volume Nonequilibrium Plasma Generation
If an electric field of sufficient amplitude is applied to a volume of gas, an electric
discharge is created in this volume. The electric field accelerates the electrons, which
interact with the gas atoms or molecules and generate electron ion pairs. This requires the
presence of seeded electrons present in the ambient conditions (the self-sustained
discharge) or that they be purposely introduced to the discharge from external sources,
including the following: X-ray,^^ electron beam,^^ and photo-ionization by radiation. The
applied field enhances these initial electrons density by electron avalanche processes via
ionization of the background gas.
The continuity equation, which describes the variation in electron density ne, is
given by^^
^

+ V (v^nJ = a n , - Tj/z^ -h 5, + 5,. +

(2.8)

where Vd is the drift velocity of the electron. Sc describes the thermo-chemical
sources, 5, is the surface ionization source, Sp is the particle beam source. Tin, represents
the electron losses, and an , represents the electron generation. Here rj and a are the
effective electron loss and generation rate coefficients, respectively. The effective rates
are dependent on particle density in the discharge (electron, positive and negative ions,
excited atoms, and neutrals), photons, and the ambient electric field.^^
For steady state the equation reads:
«rn, - 7jn^ + 5, + 5,. + 5^ = 0.

(2.9)

For self-sustained discharges the following condition must be satisfied:
an^-7]n^= 0.
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For non self-sustained discharges the following condition applies:
a n ^-J in ^< 0 ,

(2.11)

and the plasma will not exist in steady state unless an external source of electrons is used.
The generation of high pressure, large volume nonequilibrium plasmas has been
investigated for application in c o m b u s t i o n a n d l a s e r s . ^ * F o r combustion the
objective is to influence the flame characteristics by using electric fields. For laser the
goal is to obtain higher output power. In both applications, the glow-to-arc transition has
been a limiting factor.^^ Techniques have been developed over time to meet the challenge
of preventing glow-to-arc transition for both self-sustained and externally sustained
discharges.

All of these approaches have been based on the use of pulsed

discharges. The duration of the discharge pulse is chosen to be shorter than the time
constant of the dominant instability that causes the transition, which is typically less than
a microsecond.
In the case of non self-sustained discharges, the external source is used to balance
the charge carrier losses and generation below the threshold of the glow-to-arc
transition.

The electron production in the discharge is insufficient to balance the

losses so that the discharge current density is well below that needed to satisfy the
conditions for self-sustained discharge and external ionization through photons or
electron beam needs to be provided. For this reason, there is no need to worry about the
instability. These techniques typically yield low-density plasmas (the electron density on
the order of 10*"-10"cm'^).^^
The generation of large volume self-sustained glow discharge at high pressure is
achieved by overcoming the glow-to-arc transition.'^^'^’’'^^ Since the largest electric field
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change in self-sustained discharge typically occurs in the cathode boundary region
(cathode fall), the glow-to-arc transition is likely to be initiated by the fluctuation of the
field in this region.^^ This fluctuation can be dampened by a number of approaches. The
first is to divide the cathode into a number of sections, each individually ballasted by a
large r e s i s t o r T h e fluctuation in the current of any section is quenched by equal and
opposite changes in the field of the section due to the voltage changes across the resistor.
Large volume plasma can be obtained by increasing the number of the sections. This
concept has been carried out by merging the individual section'*^ or by using a resistive
material,'*^ or semiconductors,'*^ including liquids.'*^ '*^
A second approach to dampen the fluctuation of the electric field driven instability
is to have a cathode that can provide the current passing through the circuit without
requiring a cathode fall. This can be achieved by using plasma generated by a secondary
circuit acting as a cathode for the primary discharge. A number of research groups have
used this technique

for eliminating the glow-to-arc transition in high-pressure

plasmas. One possibility is to use microhollow cathode discharges (MHCDs) as current
source to sustain atmospheric pressure large volume glow discharge plasma in the
air.39,5.,52,53

In MHCDs are high-pressure and direct current gas discharges with electrodes
having a 100-300 //m diameter holes.Experim ents by Schoenbach et al,^^ have shown
that MHCD can be operated in atmospheric pressure in a direct current mode in noble
gases or air. When operated in the hollow cathode diseharge mode, electrons are
extracted through the microhollow anode opening and support stable plasma between the
microhollow anode and the third electrode.^"* The electrodes gap distance in these glow
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discharges was 2 mm and the electron density was in the range of 10*^cm'^.^* To elevate
the electron density without heating the neutral gas, a superimposed electric pulse is
required.^^
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CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTS AND PROCEDURES
3.1 Microhollow Cathode Discharge (MHCD)
MHCDs are used as an electron source to sustain a large volume atmospheric
pressure glow discharge air plasma.* The MHCD electrode geometry is a modified
version of the hollow cathode discharge geometries where the cathode contains a hole.^
This version has been modified so that the cathode forms a cavity.^ The geometry of this
version was simplified to a two-plate configuration by cutting the bottom plate and the
cylindrical part of the cathode to form a flat disk with a hole passing through. The anode
shape is of a minor importance for the physics of the hollow cathode discharge; therefore,
the anode opening can be closed or opened.'* The hole in the hollow cathode has been
reduced to the hundred micrometer range, which is now known as microhollow cathode.^

3.1.1 Electrodes
The electrodes for the MHCD are composed of 100 //m-thick molybdenum films
separated by a 130 or 250 /an-thick alumina (AI2O3, 96%) layer. Molybdenum and
alumina (AI2O3, 96%) are used as the electrode and dielectric materials due to their high
melting temperature of 2623 °C, and 2045 °C respectively.^ In order to keep the
capacitance of the sample small, one of the electrodes has a smaller diameter (3/4 in. to
3/16 in.) than the other (See Figure 3.1). The three-layer (two electrodes and a dielectric)
or the four-layer samples (two electrodes and two dielectrics) were stacked and contacted
by two component silver epoxy from Epoxy Technology. Silver epoxy was used because
it allows working at high temperature (2000 K).
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The molybdenum electrodes were cut using a punch tool from Precision Band.
After cutting, the electrodes were polished and cleaned using acetone to get rid of
deposits on the electrode surfaces. Then, the electrodes and the dielectrics were stacked
on each other using epoxy. The epoxy was prepared by mixing an equal amount of its
two components. The mixed epoxy was applied to the edges of the electrodes and
dielectric. After that the epoxy was cured by placing the sample in an oven at about 180
for a minimum time of 30 minutes.
A Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics DR-3) was used to drill a hole through the
MHCD sample (the two molybdenum electrodes and alumina layers). The Nd:YAG laser
is used in the fundamental mode with a 1064 nm wavelength line with line width of 1 cm'
* and pulse width of 8 ± 1 ns. The laser pulse repetition frequency was varied from 1
pulse per second to 40 pulses per second. Correspondingly, the pulses/energy per peak
power were varied from 900 (m j)/l 10 (MW) ^ to 700 (mJ)/85 (MW).^
The laser beam was focused on the sample by a quartz convex lens of a focal length
of 30 cm. The sample was supported on an aluminum flat plate perpendicular to the laser
beam. The sample could be moved in the x, y and z directions with a precise adjustment
of 0.01 mm. The flat panel could also be rotated normal to the laser beam. The cathode
hole diameter was varied from 100 to 500 pm. The anode hole diameter was smaller and
varied from 70 to 300 |im. For hole diameters smaller than 250 |im, we adjusted the
samples in the focus of the lens and controlled the hole diameters by ± e number of
pulses, repetition rate and laser output power. For larger holes, the center of the rotating
plate was shifted perpendicular to the laser beam by a distance equal to the desirable hole
radius. Then, the laser power was set to its minimum power value at which it can drill
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through the sample. Moreover, we rotated the flat plate with its smallest step angle during
laser drilling to avoid any asperities on the circumference. The produced holes were
conical with 3:2 ratio between diameters of the two ends. The distance between holes is
precisely controlled by micrometer with fine steps of 0.01 mm.

3.1.2 MHCD Experimental Setup

MHCDs were operated either with DC or pulsed-DC power. The sustaining voltage
across the MHCD is in the range from

200

to

450

V, the current range from 1 mA to

20

mA for discharges in air. The discharge resistance is therefore in the range of k Q. The
cathode of the MHCD was connected to a power supply (-Vi) through a 96 kQ (R l)
current limiting resistor to limit the current and avoid damaging the sample during the
breakdown due to the high current (see Figure

3 .2 ).

The MHCD current

Im hcd

was

obtained by measuring the voltage difference across a 10 Q resistor.
For a stable glow discharge in atmospheric pressure air, the samples were
conditioned at currents of 5 mA and 230 Torr for 20 minutes. It is believed that this
conditioning removes the asperities, which are expected to be in the micro-meter size
rang. The asperities can initiate discharge instability, i.e, glow-to-arc transition.
Due to the negative 1-V characteristics of MHCD, as shown in Figure 3.3, parallel
discharge operation was not obtained for atmospheric pressure air. Parallel operation,
however, was demonstrated for a MHCD in atmospheric pressure humid air using a
segmented electrode and ballast resistors, as shown in Figure 3.4. In this electric circuit
each discharge was ballasted by a 100 k fl resistor and the total current was measured
through 2 kQ resistor.
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Figure 3.1. Three-and four-layer configurations. Different configurations were
tested, (a) Three layers with tapered hole through, forward drilled (b) Four layers with
tapered hole through, forward drilled (c) Four layers with tapered hole through, reverse
drilled (d) Four layers with tapered hole, forward drilled and dielectric cover, (e) Four
layers with tapered hole, reverse drilled and dielectric cover, (f) Three layers with
tapered hole forward drilled, one electrode, (g) Three layers with tapered hole, reverse
drilled, one electrode.
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Vacuum
chamber
Oscilloscope
Power supply, V1

Figure 3.2. Electric circuit diagram for. R l is the current limiting resistor and Ri is
the current viewing resistor.
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Figure 3.3. Dc and pulsed Voltage-current characteristic fo r MHCD at
atmospheric pressure humid air.
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Figure 3.4. Schematic diagram o f sample configuration and electric circuit fo r a
parallel MHCD operation.

3.2 MHCD Sustained DC Glow Discharge
Glow-to-arc transitions prevent the generation of large volume glow discharge
plasma at atmospheric pressure. Eliminating the cathode fall in which the glow-to-arc
transition initiates can overcome this problem. It requires replacing the metal cathode by
an external electron source. In our experiment we used atmospheric pressure MHCD as a
plasma cathode to provide electrons necessary for sustaining the DC glow discharge.

3.2.1 Electrode System
A microhollow cathode discharge (MHCD) is used as a plasma cathode to sustain a
large volume glow discharge in atmospheric pressure air. The electrodes for the MHCD
are made of 100 or 250 //m-thick molybdenum films separated by a 130 or 250 /mi-thick
alumina (AI2O3, 96%) layer. A sharp cobalt pin with I mm diameter and about 0.2 mm
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tip diameter was used as a third electrode. Cobalt was selected because of its high melting
temperature, 1495 °C.^ The third electrode is mounted in an aluminum desk with
adjustable distances from the MHCD electrodes, with fine steps of 0.01 mm.

3.2.2 Experimental Setup and Electric Circuit.
Figure 3.5 shows the experimental setup for the DC Glow Discharge (GD) in
atmospheric pressure air. It consists of the MHCD system and an additional third
electrode, which is a second anode. The MHCD cathode is connected to a power supply
(-V]), through a 96 kQ current limiting resistor. The value of the cathode current Imhcd is
obtained by measuring the voltage across a 10 kQ resistor.

The MHCD anode is

connected to the ground through a 1 kQ resistor which is used to measure the current Ig.
For heat dissipation, the MHC anode makes contact with a thick aluminum plate. The
third electrode is positively biased and serves as an anode (second anode) for the MHCD.
Its distance, d, from the MHC anode can be varied between 0 and 25 mm with a fine step
of 0.01 mm. A 210 kQ resistor is used to limit the glow discharge current (Igd), which is
measured by means of a 10 kQ resistor.
The system is operated at atmospheric pressure in humid air. It is mounted in a
stainless steel chamber (see Figure 3.6). A number of windows provide optical and
electrical access to the discharge. A CCD camera with a video recording system records
the appearance of the discharge.
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Figure 3.5. Schematic diagram o f the electrode configuration and the electrical
circuit fo r single glow discharge, which is sustained by MHCD, and photograph o f the
discharge, where:
Imhcd

•' Microhollow Cathode Discharge Current

yMHCD ■Microhollow Cathode Discharge Voltage
Igd

•' Glow Discharge Current

Vgd

■'Glow Discharge Voltage

V2

: Glow Discharge Power Supply Voltage

V]

: Microhollow Cathode Discharge Power Supply Voltage

Ig

: Current to Ground

R

mhcd

■'Microhollow Cathode Discharge Load Resistor

R

gd

■Glow Discharge Load Resistor

d

: Distance from Cathode.
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Figure 3.6. A photograph o f the GD system, which consists o f
1: A stainless steel chamber, in which the system is mounted,
2: A Panasonic camera used fo r visible plasma imaging,
3: A spectrometer used fo r spectroscopic measurements,
4: A pressure gauge
5: An electric probe
6: A gas bottle.

3.2.3 Ignition Mechanism
We have used two approaches to ignite the glow discharge. The first was to ignite
the MHCD and to use it as a plasma cathode. The second way was by initiating a corona
discharge between the third and the grounded electrodes as a pre-ionization process.’’^
Both approaches helped to reduce the GD breakdown voltage.
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When the MHCD is ignited with the third electrode unbiased (V2 = 0), an umbrella
shaped plasma layer develops at the anode side of the MHCD system (Figure 3.7a). In
this case the MHCD cathode current,

Im h c d ,

is equal to the current Ig to ground. A^Tien the

third electrode is biased, a confined bright discharge (positive glow corona) spot appears
on the tip of the third electrode, and the umbrella shaped plasma on the MHCD anode is
pulled in the direction of the third electrode (Figure 3.7b). When the gap distance d is
reduced or the third electrode voltage is increased (by increasing V2 ), a glow discharge
will occur between the third electrode and the MHCD, Figure 3.7c.
On the other hand, when the third electrode was biased first and the MHC cathode
was unbiased (V; = 0), the discharge begins as a positive corona discharge (streamer
corona) between the third electrode and the MHC anode, which was grounded. This
corona had a conical shape, its apex was at the tip of the third electrode and its base was
on the surface of the MHC anode. When the MHCD was turned on and d or the bias
voltage was not appropriate for GD to occur, the streamer corona discharge is confined
between the hole of the MHCD anode and the third electrode tip (glow corona). By
reducing d, a glow discharge was established between the MHCD and the third electrode.
The breakdown voltage was 4.40 kV for a 4 mm gap. Larger gap distances require
higher breakdown voltages. To keep the ignition voltage low, the GD was ignited at small
gap distances, and then the distance was extended to the desired value.
One other interesting observation is that if instabilities (high fluctuations, 0 to 450
V, in sustain voltage) are present in the MHCD before GD ignition, these instabilities
disappear once the GD occurs. Note that we did not take any measurements for these
MHCD samples that showed instability.
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Figure 3.7. Ignition mechanism pictures:
(a)third electrode unbiased: I MHCD = 13 mA,
(b)

third electrode biased: V2 <4.00 kV.

(c)

breakdown: V2 = 4.40 kV.

V2 = 0.

3.3 Parallel Operation
The atmospheric pressure glow discharge plasma is extendedin the axialdirection
by increasing

theglow discharge gap distance (d) and in a lateraldirection

by

superimposing individual glow discharges. Previous studies have demonstrated parallel
discharge at low pressure and in argon up to 400 Torr.^’’° Results show that GD at
atmospheric pressure air has a negative differential conductivity. This indicates that
ballasting of the individual discharge is necessary for parallel operations.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 illustrate the electric circuit for parallel discharges. The MHC
cathode is segmented and 96 kQ resistors, RBI, individually ballast each segment. The
third electrode is also segmented and 210 kQ resistors, RB2, individually ballast each
segment. The distance between the two tips is 0.4 cm. This concept can be extended to
multiple discharges (see Figure 3.9). Due to the limited distance between discharges, 4
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mm, the electrodes for three discharges were mounted in a ceramic disk not in aluminum
disk as it was for single and double discharges.

3.4 Pulsed Operation
The high voltage pulse is generated by a pulse-forming network (PFN)*^ in a stripline geometry. Figure 3.10 shows the schematics of the 10 ns pulse generator. The PFN
consists of two metal strips, 1 inch wide and 1 m long, separated by a 1 mm thick
dielectric (Teflon) layer. The strip-line has an impedance of 10 Q. The electrical energy
is switched into the load by means of a pressurized spark gap with a nanosecond pulse
rise time. The pulse generator is operated in self-breakdown mode or external triggered.
The pulse generators superimposed to the DC microhollow cathode sustain glow
discharge plasma. A capacitor, C, with a capacitance of 500 pF was used to decouple
voltage pulses with DC voltages, without shorting the DC circuit while transferring
nanosecond voltage pulses with minimum loss. Since the strip-line has impedance of 10
Q,

a resistor,

R m,

of 10 Q was used in parallel to the discharge to match the source. We

monitored the current through a 10

Q

resistor,

R t,

connected in a series with the middle

(grounded) electrode (the anode of the MHCD). The discharge current and the voltage
across the pulsed glow discharge were monitored by using a fast rise time, high voltage
Probe (Tektronix, 350 MHz) and a 400 MHz digitizing oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS
350).
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MHCD

Figure 3.8. The electric circuit fo r parallel discharges. Here Rbi and Rb2 are the
ballast resistors fo r MHCD and GD, respectively, and V/ and V2 are the voltages (power
supplies) applied to the MHCD and GD, respectively.
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MHCD

Figure 3.9. The electric circuit fo r three discharges. Here Rbi and Rb2 are the
ballast resistors fo r MHCD and GD, respectively, and Vj and V2 are voltages (the
power supplies) applied to the MHCD and GD, respectively.

3.5 Micro-Plasma Jet
Atmospheric pressure microhollow cathode diseharges (MHCDs) offer the
possibility of generating a non-thermal plasma by relatively simple means.' The plasma
results from a direct current discharge between two molybdenum electrodes (0.25 mm
thick) that are separated by an alumina insulator of the same thickness. A tapered
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discharge channel is drilled through all layers, leaving an opening of 0.15 to 0.45 mm
diameter in the cathode and an opening of ~ 0.08 to 0.3 mm in diameter in the anode.

-M H C D

■GO

• V
SP

Stripline

p^n„.r —— I”

Figure 3.10. The schematic o f pulsed electric discharge circuit. It consists o f a
stripline, a spark gap (SG), a capacitor (C), a matching resistor (Rm), a current viewing
resistor (Ri), a charging resistor (Rc), a current limiting resistor fo r MHCD and GD
(Rmhcd cind R gd), <^nd a charging power supply (V3 ).

The MHC sample makes contact with an aluminum bulk, which has a cooling water
system that uses tap water. For mechanical support, the sample is covered by a stainless
steel ring. It has a 1.52 mm thickness, 50 mm out diameter and 13 mm inner diameter.
The gas is injected in axial direction at the bottom of a closed brass chamber beneath the
aluminum bulk. The brass chamber is isolated from the aluminum bulk by an acrylic ring,
which has an electric feed-through for the MHC electric connection, as illustrated in
Figure 3.11.
By blowing a gas through the sample hole, a well-defined micro-plasma jet expands
into ambient air. The jet typically has a diameter of 1 mm, and it elongates axially as a
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function of flow rate. We investigated hole diameters ranging from 0.15 to 0.45 mm,
eorresponding to the variation in the anode hole diameter (0.1 to 0.3 nun). The MHC
cathode thickness is varied between 0.1 to 0.5 mm, while the anode is has always a 0.25
mm thiekness.
The micro-plasma jet was operated with a variety of gases (nitrogen, hydrogen,
helium, argon and air). The results reported here were obtained with air and nitrogen.
The flow rate was measured by the GILMONT accuca™ flow meter model GF-4540 and
the internal pressure was measured by the INFICON SKY Capaeitanee Diaphragm
Gauge pressure gauge model CR090.
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Groove with depth of 1.09 mm
and width of 2.9 mm
1.52 mm

(A)

Water cooling-

+ HV

O

Ri
Insulator

Gas inlet

(B)
Figure 3.11. (A) The MHCD cover support, (B) The micro plasma je t system.
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CHAPTER rV
PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
4.1 Plasma Imaging
A Panasonic CCD camera (GP-KR222) with either a VZM™ 450 or a 6X CCD Cmount lens (closed focus zoom lenses) was used to photograph the plasma. The CCD
camera was connected to a VCR (JVC, Model: HR-S3600U), using the SNAPPY
program, which converts the image to a digital image. The cross section of the plasma
image was measured at its maximum diameter as illustrated by the arrows in Figure 4.1.
A simple MATLAB program, with an imaging toolbox, was written for cross section
measurements at the maximum image diameter. From the intensity versus glow discharge
plasma diameter, the full width at half maximum, FWHM, was measure as the plasma
diameter.

Figure 4.1. Photography o f single discharge; the cross section area measurement
position is marked by the arrows.
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4.2 Electron Density Measurements
The electron density Ug was obtained from the plasma conductivity by using the
information on the electric field and on the average current density j (discharge current
divided by plasma cross-section)
j
(ev{E))

n..

(4.1)

(cm'^)

where values for the drift velocity v (E) where obtained from A.V. Phelps* (see
Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2. Drift velocities as a function o f the reduced electric field. 14

Assuming the electric field in the discharge is given by V/d and the current density
is given by I/A, with A being the cross section area of the GD, then the electron density
can be calculated from equation 4.1.
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4.3 Electron Temperature Estimation
The electron temperature in the positive column of the GD which was measured
using the reported experimental procedure^ is shown in Figure 4.3.^ This figure presents
the relationship between T /T and E/p, where Tg is the electron temperature, T is the gas
temperature, E is the electric field and p is the gas pressure. It is assumed that the electric
field is the average electric field and the gas pressure at the center of the plasma column
is the atmospheric pressure.
To determine which kind of diffusion free diffusion or ambipolar diffusion is
dominating the glow discharge. The Debye radius, dp need to be compared the
characteristics length of the glow discharge. The Debye radius can be calculated from Tg
calculations, where

d=

kTg

(4.2)

and Kg is the electron density and e is the electron charge.

4.4 Optical Emission Spectroscopy
The schematic diagram of the optical emission spectroscopy setup is illustrated in
Figure 4.4. The light from the plasma is collected by a 65 mm focal length UV grad
fused silica quartz lens. The corresponding imaging magnification is 1:3 for a large
volume glow discharge and 1:1 for a plasma jet. The plasma image (axial direction) was
formed on the front slit of the monochromator.
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An ARc Acton Research Corporation 50 cm monochromator was used. The 1200
lines/mm and 3600 lines/mm, 68 x 68 gratings are blazed at 500 nm and 250 nm
respectively. Both the entrance and exit slit widths are continually adjustable from 0.020
mm to 3 mm.

For all measurements presented in this thesis, the slit height was set to 2

mm.

eV
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0.8

0.4
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0

0

12

IS

20
3.4

Figure 4.3. The E/N versus electron temperature in air and N 2 .

Two detectors were used throughout the measurements. A high-speed Inductive
Charged Coupled Device (ICCD 4-Pico Stanford Research Institute) camera was used for
time resolving pulsed discharge optical emission spectroscopy and gas temperature
measurements. The camera had a shutter speed of 200 ps. Appendix B has a detailed
description of the ICCD camera detector features and specification. Its focal plane size
covered ~ 27 nm for the second order of the 1200 g/mm grating in each snap shot. A
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photomultiplier (R928, Hamamatsu) was used for a larger wavelength range or very low
intensity signal, as in the case of a cold micro-plasma jet.
The spectroscopic system was calibrated using a mercury lamp (UVP Pen Ray).
The emission spectra of the lamp were characterized by narrow, discrete and intense lines
in the range of 180 to 600 nm. These lines were used to calibrate the monochromator
with respect to wavelength by comparing the measured mercury lamp emission spectrum
with a calibrated one, provided by the manufacturer.
Since the large volume GD the plasma and plasma jet have axe-symmetry, the
spectroscopic measurements were not spatially resolved. Local value can be inferred
from the sight measurements along several chords of the plasma circular cross section.

IC C D

Figure 4.4. The experimental setup fo r spectroscopic measurements consisting o f
UV grad fused silica quartz lens (L), spectrometer (mirror and gratings, M and G, front
and back slit, SI and S2) photomultiplier (PM), inductive charged coupled device (ICCD)
camera, analog digital converter (A/D), and computer (PC).
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4.5 Gas Temperature
4.5.1 Spectroscopic Measurements
The measurement of the rotational state distribution in the second positive system
of nitrogen, which involves transitions from the electronic C-state to the B-state (I"'*
positive system), was used to estimate the temperature of the heavy particles in air.
Measurements of the rotational temperature were performed by means of emission
spectroscopy. The measured spectrum depends on the thermal distribution of the
rotationally excited states, the probability for the optical transitions, and the line shape
function of the spectral system. In order to obtain information on the rotational (gas)
temperature, the measured spectrum was compared to a simulated spectrum as illustrated
in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5. Comparison o f the measured spectrum with the simulated spectrum. The
resolution was 0.2 A, fo r a gas temperature o f 1900 K.
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Due to the low rotational excitation energies and the short transition times (~ 0.6
ns), the temperature relaxation between rotationally excited molecules and the neutral gas
was very fast. Consequently, the rotational temperature provides a value for the neutral
gas temperature, too. This method has been explained in detail in Chapter Appendix B.
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Figure 4.6. The line spectra fo r N 2 ; top and side view o f a micro-plasma jet
operated at 13 mA current and 30 ml/min flow rate.

4.5.2 Thermocouple Measurements
For the plasma jet, the second positive system spectrum of the nitrogen band
outside the MHCD disappeared or was overlapped by other bands (probably NO), as
shown in Figure 4.6. When this occurs, the spectroscopic method cannot be used to
obtain information about the plasma jet gas temperature. Consequently, temperature was
measured by a K-type thermocouple probe (Chromega^ -Alomega*^) with a diameter of
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0.07 mm, length of 914.4 mm, and the exposed length of 1.19 mm. The thermocouple
was isolated from ambient atmosphere by a ceramic tube sleeve, as shown in Figure 4.7.
The thermocouple was supported in three dimensions by a movable stage. This permits
thermocouple movement in the three directions with fine steps of 0.01 mm, which allows
axial and lateral measurement of the gas temperature using the thermocouple probe.

Figure 4.7. A picture o f the thermocouple and its isolated sleeve. It has a diameter
o f 0.07 mm, length o f 914.4 mm, and exposed length o f 1.19 mm.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present the results of scaling and characterization studies of
atmospherie pressure plasma in air. Microhollow cathode discharges (MHCD) have been
used as plasma cathode for a glow discharge (GD) in atmospheric pressure air.* The
MHCD cathode diameter was 100-200 pm and the discharge gap distance was 2 mm. For
this system an electron density of up to 10*^ cm'^ was measured, using laser
interferometry at the eenter of the plasma discharge eolumn.^ Also, the gas temperatures
of approximately 2000 K was measured hy using the simulated second positive system of
nitrogen molecule and compare it with the measured spectra.^ Extension of that work to
enlarge the plasma volume, both in lateral and longitudinal directions, and the
characterizations of the produced plasma are represented in this thesis. The longitudinal
extension was achieved by two methods, namely MHCD sustained GD and miero-plasma
jet. Lateral extension was achieved by parallel operation of discharges. The produeed
plasma

was

charaeterized

electrically,

thermodynamically,

optically

and

spectroscopically.

5.2 Plasma Cathode
5.2.1 Current-Voltage Characteristics of MHCD
In order to achieve parallel operation of MHCD without ballast resistors, it is
essential for the discharge to be stable and to have a positive 1-V slope. Freshly prepared
samples showed glow diseharge instability, fluctuations in discharge voltage. Therefore,
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sample conditioning was required. Stable atmospheric pressure air glow discharges were
observed after conditioning, but the I-V characteristic was still negative. However, a
positive I-V characteristic with maximum voltage less than the breakdown voltage was
achieved after another conditioning operation.
The I-V characteristic curves of MHCD in humid air at 1 atm pressure were
measured for MHCD samples after first and second conditionings. A four-layer sample in
which the anode was covered by an alumina sheet as illustrated in section 3.2.1 was used.
The I-V curve changed from negative to positive slope as the sample was reconditioned.
Figure 5.1 gives typical results. After the first conditioning, a negative I-V characteristic
was always obtained throughout the investigated current range, as shown in Figure 5.1 A.
The dc current was limited to ~ 15 mA, which was necessary in order to minimize
thermal effects that could damage the sample. Using 100 ps to 200 ps pulses with 10 Hz
allowed an increase in the current of up to 80 mA without damaging the sample. The
discharge breakdown voltage was found to have a value of -1200 V. The minimum dc
discharge current was found to be 3 mA with 435 V sustaining voltage. Inereasing the
current to 8 mA decreased the voltage to 390 V. For higher currents, the discharge
voltage was found to have a constant value.
The sample was then operated at 5 mA in 1 atm air for 180 min for a second
conditioning. As a result, a positive I-V characteristic was obtained in the 12 mA to 20
mA current range as shown in Figure 5.IB. A negative resistive behavior followed the
positive characteristic, and the voltage drop from 452 V to 410 V indicates operation in
the hollow cathode mode. The voltage remained constant with further increase in current,
a feature typical for normal glow discharge. These changes in I-V characteristics could be
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explained by the formation of a resistive material on one of the electrodes during the
sample conditioning, which will be discussed later. The positive differential resistance
range in the I-V characteristics at low currents was always observed after a second
conditioning for approximately three hours. However, the shape of the I-V curve was not
reproducible.
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Figure 5.1. I-V characteristics o f discharges in humid air at 1 atmosphere, (A) After
first conditioning; (B) After second conditioning. The dc current was limited to ~ 15 mA
to minimize heat dissipation that could damage the sample. Using 100 jUs to 200 jLts
pulses with 10 Hz allowed us to increase the current up to 100 mA without damaging the
sample.

By studying the time development of the current and voltage during the transition
region, the I-V peak in Figure 5. IB, a slight increase in the current combined with a
decrease in the voltage values were observed. Moreover, a change in the shape of the
formed MHCD glow discharge, from a uniform discharge to an intense focused shape,
was also observed during such transition. This indicated a transition from diffuse glow
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discharge to filamentary discharge mode. Figure 5.3 (A and B) shows the time-dependent
voltage and current pulsed waveforms observed during the transition region, while Figure
5.4 shows an end-on photograph of the formed plasma shape before and after the
transition. After electric breakdown (marked 1 on Figure 5.3A) the current increases
rapidly to 22 mA at a sustaining voltage of 465 V. From mark 2 to mark 3 the discharge
showed a diffused mode. A transition from diffuse to filamentary mode occurred at mark
4. At this point the discharge current increased from 27 to 33 mA, while the voltage
decreased from 430 to 395 V. The measurement showed that the higher the current in the
diffuse mode the shorter the transition time. The current stayed constant in the
filamentary mode until the end of the pulse duration, mark 5 in the graph. In general, the
diffuse mode had a higher voltage and lower current values than the filamentary mode.
During a negative slope of the I-V, the filamentary mode was dominating, while the
diffuse mode was dominating during the positive slope portion of the I-V curve. The two
modes were sometimes separated by an oscillatory mode, as shown in Figure 5.3B.
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Figure 5.2. I-V characteristics, fo r pulsed and dc discharges, in humid air, at I atm.
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Studying the I-V characteristics of a two times conditioned-MHCD plasma at
different pressures showed similar transitions to those obtained at atmospheric air
pressure. However, the inflection point (defuse) moved to higher current values with
increasing pressure. Figure 5.5 illustrates the effect of the pressure on the current value at
the inflection point. An increase in the value of the current at the inflection point from 15
to 55 mA was observed as the air pressure was increased from 500 to 1100 Torr.

5.2.2 Voltage-Current Characteristics of Discharges with Planar Cathode
In addition to the positive slope behavior of the MHCD, a system with planar
cathode was also tested. The I-V characteristics of a planar cathode arrangement showed
a positive slope resembling an abnormal glow discharge with a maximum voltage value
of 788 V. The discharge became instable if the value of the current exceeded that
corresponding to the maximum voltage. For dc, the I-V characteristics showed three
modes of operation: (1) a negative differential conductance mode resembling that of a
hollow cathode discharge, (2) a positive differential resistance conductance mode
resembling that of an abnormal glow discharge, and (3) a considerable drop in the
sustained voltage with slight increase in discharge current. In case of planar anodes with
pulsed voltage, the sustained voltage increased slightly with the current. The I-V
characteristics of a three layer sample with plain cathode electrode in humid air at
atmospheric pressure are shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.3. A. Current and voltage waveforms o f MHCD using a four-layer sample
with a 100 {Jm anode hole diameter. The cathode was covered by alumina, which has a
50 Jim hole diameter. The discharge was operated at I atm pressure in dry air.
B. Current and voltage wave forms o f MHCD in humid air at 1 atm fo r a four-layer
sample with a 125 fJm cathode hole diameter. The anode was covered by alumina, with
90 fjm hole diameter.
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Figure 5.4. Photographs o f MHCD in the diffuse and filamentary modes.
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Figure 5.5. The dependence o f the inflection current point on the operation pressure.
Increasing the pressure from 550 Torr to 1100 Torr increased the inflection current from
15 to 55 mA.
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Figure 5.6. The current-voltage characteristics in humid air, fo r a three layer
sample with plane cathode (circles) and with plane anode (triangles). The gas was humid
air at atmospheric pressure.

The I-V characteristics for the planar anode sample, with hollow cathode, were
similar to those of the MHCD in Figure 5.1. Similar results were previously reported for
a MHCD in argon at 800 mbar."* For a planar cathode, a positive slope of approximately
40 kQ was measured with a pulsed current ranging from 6 mA to 11 mA, which
corresponds to the voltage range from 590 V to 790 V. The pulse duration was 150 ms
and the repetition rate was 10 Hz. In the case of a dc current, a higher value of the
positive slope of 182 kQ was measured in range from 4.5 mA to 7.25 mA and from 350
V to 850 V. This positive slope indicates that the discharge was operating as an abnormal
glow discharge.
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Figure 5.7. Pulsed I-V characteristics fo r a four layer, two hole sample at 200 Torr,
316 Torr and 416 Torr dry air. 115 and 120 pm cathode hole diameters were used and
the anode was covered by alumina, with 60 and 50 pm hole diameters. The distance
between the centers o f the two holes

250 pm. The measurements were preformed

from high to low currents.

5.2.3 Parallel O peration of MHCD
For parallel operation, we have prepared samples with two holes. The cathode hole
diameter was approximately 120 pm and the anode hole diameter was approximately 60
pm. The two holes were separated by 250 pm. Pulsed discharge parallel operation of
MHCD without ballast resistors was achieved for low pressure in dry air. Figure 5.7
shows the development of the I-V characteristics at 200 Torr, 316 Torr and 416 Torr.
Increasing the pressure causes the slope of the I-V curves, over the entire range of
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currents, to decrease. For higher pressure the discharge became more intense in one hole
than the other.
The I-V characteristic curves have a positive slope for low-pressure parallel
discharges (double discharge). This means that the discharge itself acts like a resistor,
having a differential resistance corresponding to the slope of the I-V characteristics. As
the pressure increase, the slope of the I-V curve decrease. This behavior is related to the
reduction of the plasma diameter with increase in pressure, which can be explained by the
relation between the current density and the pressure (see Chapter 2).
Parallel discharge operation without ballast could not be established for
atmospheric pressure air due to the negative I-V characteristics. A parallel operation
was, however, demonstrated for a MHCD in atmospheric pressure humid air using a
segmented electrode and ballast resistors, as shown in Figure 3.3.
We can conclude that the positive slope of I-V characteristics was obtained for the
hollow and plane cathode discharges in the current range from 5 to 10 mA. The
corresponding voltage was not sufficient to ignite a second discharge in atmospheric
pressure air. Therefore, individual ballast should be used to obtain parallel operation of
MHCD. Once the discharge is ignited, the ballast resistors could be removed.

5.2.4 Electrode Erosion
We observed that high current operation in MHCDs in air causes considerable
electrode damage. Photographs of the MHC and anode surface of a dc discharge that ran
for approximately four hours are shown in Figures 5.7A and 5.7B. The electrode material
was molybdenum, and the anode and the cathode hole diameter was 100 |i.m. The cathode
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surface shows severe surface modification over a circular area of 900 |xm. The damaged
anode area was much smaller. The diameter of the modified electrode material was
approximately 400 ftm. The effect of the discharge, however, reaches even farther as
shown in Figures 5.7C and 5.7D. Circular discoloration extends up to a diameter of 4 to 5
mm.

(A)

(B)

(C)

(B)

Figure 5.8. (A) Cathode surface after 4 h DC discharge operation (100 /Jm/cm
scale); (B) Anode surface after 4 h operation (100 fjmJcm scale); (C) MHCD-anode
before operation (140 pm/cm scale); (D) MHCD-anode after operation (140 /Jm/cm
scale).

5.3 Plasma Cathode Sustained Glow Discharge
One of the most important obstacles in obtaining large volume atmospheric pressure
plasma is the glow-to-arc transition instabilities, which lead to the termination of the
glow discharge. This instability is generated in the cathode fall region, which is very
important for supplying the essential electrons for sustaining the glow discharge.
Eliminating the cathode by supplying the electrons by an external source is one of the
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methods to overcome the glow-to-arc instabilities. In this work, we used the MHCD as an
external electron emitter to sustain atmospheric pressure glow discharge in air.
By using the experimental setup and the electric circuit illustrated in Figure 4.3, we
had explored scaling of the dc atmospheric pressure air glow discharges from mm
dimensions’ to a larger longitudinal dimension by extending the gap distance up to 2 cm.
In transverse direction, the scaling was done by two or more atmospheric pressure air
glow discharges in parallel, using individual ballast resistors. In order to keep the ignition
voltage at low level, the glow discharge between the MHCD and the third electrode was
ignited at a small gap length, and then the gap was extended to the desired distance.

5.3.1 Voltage-Current Characteristics
Photographs of the
5 .9 .

The

Im hcd

5

mm long air glow at three current levels are shown in Figure

was held at

6

mA while the

Ig d

was

5 .3

mA, l l . l mA, and

22

mA,

respectively, from left to right. The voltage across the GD was 840 V in all three cases.

Figure 5.9. Photographs o f atmospheric pressure air glow discharges at currents o f
5.3 mA, 11.1 mA, and 22 mA (from left to right).

Schematics o f the electrodes are

inserted in the left photograph.
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Figure 5.10A shows the control behavior of the glow discharge in which the voltage
across the resistor,

R m hcd,

and the glow micro-hollow cathode discharge voltage,

V m hcd,

were kept constant and the glow discharge power supply voltage (V 2 ) was changed. The
measurements showed three modes:
I) Linear mode (highlighted background), in which

Im h c d =

Ig d

(from 6 mA

to 10 mA) and Ig was almost zero. This means that the third electrode attracted all
electrons that were delivered from the MHCD. By increasing Igd from 6 mA to 10
mA, Vqd increased consequently from 850 V to 1000 V, and the absolute value of
decreased from -415 V to -100 V resulting in a decline in the total applied

V m hcd

voltage

(V q d

- V m hcd)

as a function of glow discharge current. This indicated that

the glow discharge had a negative differential conductance. In this region an
increase in
II)

Im h cd

will cause by a decrease in V m h c d -

Low glow discharge currents mode, in which

Ig d

was less than

Im h cd ,

and

the central electrode served as the MHCD anode. Vgd decreased until it reached its
minimum value of 850 V at which

Ig d

=

Im h c d

= 6 mA.

V m hcd

had an almost

constant value of 380 V.
III) High glow discharge currents mode, in which
mode

V gd

decreased from 1000 V to 900 V while

Ig d

V m hcd

exceeded

Im h c d -

In this

slightly decreased form

100 V to reach saturation voltage of 55V.
When Vi was constant and V2 was changed, these measurements showed the same
three regions and that the glow discharge has a negative differential conductance.
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Figure 5.10. I-V characteristics fo r glow discharge at a 5 mm gap distance in
atmospheric pressure air, fo r constant V2 .

5.3.1.1 Constant Plasma Cathode Current
For constant MHCD current

(Imhcd = 1 3

mA) the

I-V

characteristics also showed

the three modes of operation, i.e., linear mode, low discharge current mode and high
discharge current mode, for 9 mm electrode distance. All modes showed the same
behavior as that in Figure

5 .1 0 .

These results a gain emphasized that the glow discharge

has a negative differential conductance.
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Figure 5.11. 1-V characteristics fo r glow discharge at a 9 mm gap distance in

atmospheric pressure air, fo r constant

Im h c d

(13 mA). The corresponding photographs

by CCD camera are displayed in the top illustration.

5.3.1.2 Plasma Cathode Current Equal to Glow Discharge Current
The current-voltage characteristics for plasma cathode,

Im h c d »

current equal to GD

current at different electrode distances are presented in Figure 5.12. All I-V
characteristics curves show a negative differential conductance. The negative slope,
which was measured between 9 and 11 mA, increased with the distance (d) from the
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cathode as shown in the insert curve of Figure 5.12. This means that the discharge was
similar to subnormal glow discharge, which indicates that ballast resistors were required
for parallel discharge operations. This is to satisfy Kaufmann’s^ criterion for stability of a
discharge in which the net discharge circuit resistance must be positive. The parallel
operation of MHCD sustained glow discharges in air (without ballast) was demonstrated
in the pressure range below 100 Torr,® where the current-voltage characteristics of the
MHCD had a positive slope. For high pressures, and particularly for atmospheric pressure
discharge the slope was found to be negative (see Figure 5.12).
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Figure 5.12. The current voltage characteristics at different distances from the
cathode show a negative differential conductance. Its slope increased as the distance
from the cathode increased.
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5.3.1.3 Dependence on Gap Distance
Figure 5.13 showed the relation between the GD voltage and the gap distance, d, for
discharge current (I =

Im h c d

=

Ig d )

of 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13 mA. The discharge voltage

increased linearly with gap length for constant discharge current.
The information on the maximum distance for which a stable discharge could be
sustained was obtained by increasing the distance from the MHCD cathode (electrode
gap distance, d,) in small steps and recording the GD voltage at each step (Figure 5.13).
The experiments were operated at various currents (from 5 to 13 mA). For each current
value, the discharge voltage increased as d increased. Extrapolation of these curves to
zero distance gave the residual voltage for each current value as shown in Figure 5.14.
With increasing electrode distance, higher currents were required to sustain the
glow discharge. This was shown in the insert curve (Figure 5.13), which shows the
relation 7 =

Im h cd = Ig d

and its corresponding maximum electrode separation (d). The

electrode separation was extended up to 20 mm, where the discharge was sustained by a
13 mA GD current. The results show that the electrode separation can be extended if the
discharge current was increased. However, the discharge current is limited due to the
thermal effects that may damage the electrodes at higher current values.

5.3.2 Measurements of the Residual Voltage
Values of the residual voltage were obtained by extrapolating the voltage versus
gap distance curve to zero gap distance, and by recording the residual voltage. These
measurements were based on the fact that cathode normal glow fall thickness is very
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small at high pressure. For example, the pdc value for normal glow discharge using Fe as
electrode and air as gas medium is 0.52 cmTorr, where p was the pressure and dc is the
cathode fall thickness.^ In our study, the glow discharge pressure ip) was atmospheric
pressure multiplied by 300/T, where T is the gas temperature (2000 K). This results in a
pressure of 114 Torr, and a cathode fall thickness of 50 pm. Moreover, in the cathode
region, the applied voltage was increasing linearly as a function of distance from the
cathode (see Figure 2.2).
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Figure 5.13. The discharge voltage as a function o f distance from cathode (d) at
various discharge current values (I=I gd =

Im h c d )-

The measurements show that fo r

larger electrode gap distances higher currents were required to sustain the GD.
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Figure 5.14. Residual voltage as a function o f discharge current shows a decrease
in the residual voltage (from ~ 4 0 V t o 20 V) as the discharge current increases.

For a constant glow discharge current,

Ig d

measurements show fluctuations as a function of

= 13 mA, the residual voltage

Im h cd

as illustrated in Figure 5.14. It

was found that the summation of the absolute value of the residual voltage and the

V

m hcd

voltage gave a constant value of approximately 500 V, for a dielectric thickness of
between MHCD electrodes, 250 |im as illustrated in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15. Residual voltage measurements at constant glow discharge current,
I gd = 13 mA.

5.3.3 Optical Imaging
5.3.3.1 Single Discharge
For a single GD, the electrode distance, d, was increased from millimeter range to
centimeter range. For

Im h cd

~

Ig d ,

the gap length between the MHCD and the third

electrode extended to larger values up to 20 mm (see Figure 5.16). The plasma crosssection increased with increasing distance from the electrodes. For gaps of less than 10
mm, the widest cross-section was at midpoint. For larger gaps, it shifted closer to the
anode. This shift was due to the slight difference between I m h c d and I g d - The diameter of
the plasma was primarily controlled by the ambipolar diffusion of the charged species out
of the high current region.^
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Figure 5.16. Photographs o f the air glow discharges with various gap lengths
ranging from 0.5 cm (most left) to 2 cm (most right). The current was kept constant at 13
mA. The striations in the photographs are due to the limited resolution o f the CCD
camera.

S.3.3.2 Parallel Operation
I-V measurements illustrated that the MHCD sustained air glow discharge has a
negative differential resistance. Therefore, parallel operation of the high-pressure glow
discharges requires the use of ballast resistors for individual discharges. Two dischzirges
were operated in parallel; each one carried a current of 8.5 mA, with their axes 0.4 cm
apart as shown in Figure 5.17. It was found that for this configuration the discharge
formed individual plasmas up to a gap distance of approximately 0.5 cm between the
microhollow and third electrode. For larger distances, the plasmas merged with
increasing electrodes gaps, and eventually a homogeneous plasma layer was formed as
illustrated in Figure 5.17.
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r'

I

Figure 5.17. Parallel operation o f two air glow discharges. The individual
discharges carried a current o f 8.5 mA and were separated by a 0.4 cm distance.

Using arrays of microhollow plasma sustained glow discharges allowed us to
generate large volume homogeneous atmospheric pressure air plasmas with electron
densities exceeding 10^* cm'^. Figure 5.18 shows photographs of three glow discharges in
parallel operation for different gap lengths of 2, 5 and 8 mm, and for different current
values of 8, 11, and 14 mA. It was found that with increasing the glow discharge gap or
current a homogeneous plasma layer was formed.
I

I

I

Figure 5.18. Photographs o f the air glow discharges: (top) with various gap lengths
2 mm, 5 mm, and 8 mm, fo r 13 mA constant current; (bottom) with various discharge
currents 8 mA, 11 mA and 14 mA fo r 6.5 mm constant gap distance.
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5.3.4 Electric Field Distribution
Information on the electric field distribution along the glow discharge axis was
obtained by varying the gap distance and recording the voltage at constant current. The
electric field, E, decreased initially with increasing distance from the cathode, and
approached an almost constant value at a distance of approximately 0.5 cm from the
plasma cathode. In the plasma region where E is independent of gap length {d > 0.5 cm),
E was found to increase with decreasing discharge current. It was measured as 1.2 kV/cm
for a discharge current of 13 mA, and increased to 2 kV/cm for 5 mA as illustrated in
Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.19. The electric field as a function o f gap distances fo r 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 mA
discharge currents.
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5 .3 .5

E le c tr o n D e n s ity D is tr ib u tio n

The electron density, tie, was obtained from the plasma conductivity by using the
information on the electric field distribution and on the minimum current density, j
(discharge current divided by maximum plasma cross-section):
=

j
(V (E )x e)

(5.1)

where the values for the drift velocity, V(E), were obtained from ref. The electron
density decreases for discharges with a current of 13 mA from values of 10*^ cm'^ close
to the plasma cathode to a constant value of approximately 10** cm'^ over a distance of
approximately 1 cm as shown in Figure 5.20. The electron density for GD was measured
using laser interferometery,^ which was in the same range of values.
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Figure 5.20. The electron density as a function o f gap distances fo r 5, 7, 9, 11, 13
mA discharge currents.
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5.3.6 Electrical Power Density
The minimum power density was estimated as a function of the electrode separation
at different discharge currents of 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13 mA. The power density, P, was
estimated from the relation P = J x E. The current density values were deduced from
Figure 5.21 A, in which the minimum current density was plotted as a function of the
electrode separation at different current values of 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13 mA. The current
density was calculated from J = I/A, where A is the maximum GD cross-section. The
electric field was deduced from Figure 5.19. A higher power density of ~ 3.5 kW/ cm^
was observed for smaller electrode’s separation where the electron density was in a range
of lO'^ cm'^. For larger electrode’s separation, the power density decreased to reach
values in the range of 75 W/cm^ for electrode separation of more than 12 mm and a
discharge current of 13 mA. This low value of power density (75 W/cm^) corresponds to
a low electron density, 10**cm'^.

5.3.7 Gas Tem perature
In molecular gases, the energy spacing between adjacent rotational levels is small
compared to the average kinetic energy associated with the translational motion. Also, the
energy exchange between translational and rotational modes occurs within a very short
time (~ 0.6 ns).^ Therefore, the rotational levels tend to follow an equilibrium distribution
with a characteristic temperature, Tr, close to the kinetic (translational) temperature, Tg,
of the gas.
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5.3.7.1 Current Dependence
The gas temperature Tg was measured as a function of discharge current (/ =
=

Igd)

Im h cd

for a gap distance of 5 mm. Tg was measure at the center of the discharge at 2.5

mm from the MHCD. The measurement showed a linear relation between

Tg

and

I

for a

current ranging from 7 mA to 12 mA. The gas temperature increased from ~1850 to 2125
K. Further increase in the discharge current resulted in a steady state value of gas
temperature of about 2125 K as illustrated in Figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.22 Tg measurements as a function o f discharge current (1=

Im h cd =

Ilv )

fo r a glow discharge in humid air. The electrode gap distance was 5 mm.

S.3.7.2 Axial Distribution
The results for the axial measurements of the gas temperature at the center of GD,
which were done for three gap distances of 5 mm, 8 mm, and 10 mm, for 13 mA
discharge current, are displayed in Figure 5.23. The gas temperature was found to be
2200 K at a location close to the plasma cathode (~ 1.7 mm from the MHCD). The
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temperature in the plasma column reached, with increasing gap length, a constant level of
2000 K. The temperature decreased (1300 to 1600 K) at the third electrode surface.
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Figure 5.23. Gas temperature on the axis o f a DC GD fo r various electrode
distances o f 5, 8, 10 mm. The discharge current was 13 mA.

S.3.7.3 Lateral Distribution
Lateral distributions of gas temperature at 1.5 mm from the HMCD surface were
estimated for a 5 mm electrode gap distance at a current of 13 mA, as illustrated in Figure
5.23A. The gas temperature distribution measurements at the surface of the MHCD
showed a maximum temperature of 2300 K at the HMCD hole as illustrated in Figure
5.24B. As indicated in Figure 5.24, the lateral rate of decrease in the gas temperature at
the MHCD surface was higher than that at 1.5 nun from the surface.
Because of the symmetry in the lateral distribution of the gas temperature, a profile
of the distribution in axial and only one half of the lateral was measured and they are
displayed in Figure 5.25. The profile illustrates a maximum gas temperature of 2200 K
near to the MHCD (~ 1.65 mm from the MHCD) and a decrease in temperature toward
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the anode to a value of 1400 K. The gas temperature had a maximum value at the center
of the discharge and decayed in a lateral direction.
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Figure 5.24. Lateral gas temperature fo r 13 mA glow discharge current and 5 mm
gap distance; (A) at 1.5 mm from the MHCD, (B) at the surface o f the MHCD.
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Figure 5.25. Gas temperature distribution fo r a single glow discharge, at a current
o f 13 mA and 5 mm gap distance.

The lateral gas temperatures for three GDs in parallel, with a gap separation of 5.7
mm and a discharge current of 13 mA, are displayed in Figure 5.26. The gas temperature
was measured at 2 mm above the MHCD. Measurements illustrate a sinusoidal wave
shape with its maximum gas temperature of 2000 K at the center of each discharge and a
minimum temperature of 1700 K between the discharges.
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5.3.8 Electron Temperature Estimation
The electron temperature in the positive column of the GD was obtained using an
information on the electron temperature dependence on E/n J as summarized in Chapter
two. It was assumed that the electric field is the average electric field (V/d) and the gas
pressure at the center of the plasma column is the atmospheric pressure. The data for E
are obtained from Figure 5.19. The gas temperature of 2000 K, Figure 5.23, was
measured in the positive column and the electric field was 1200 V/cm for 13 mA
discharge current. The corresponding reduced field, E/p, is ~ 10 V/cmTorr where p i s 114
Torr, taking in account that Tg = 2000 K. The corresponding Tg is 1.14 eV. This result
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indicates that the GD plasma in the positive column remains far from thermodynamic
equilibrium since the gas temperature is in the range of 2000 K.
The Debye radius do can be calculated from Tg calculations, where

Ane
and

(5.2)
j

is the electron density (which can be estimated from Figure 5.17B) and e is the

electron charge. The calculations show that the Debye radius in the positive column of
GD is in the range of 32 |im. This value indicates that the diffusion in a direction normal
to the external electric field in the positive column is clearly ambipolar, since R »

d,

where R is the length characterizing the scale of charge density gradient. In our GD
plasma, R is the radius of plasma.

5.4 Pulsed Discharge
From the point of view of increasing the ionization efficiency, it would be desirable
to have electrons of high energy. This will increase the ionization rate and its efficiency.
Therefore, in order to shift the electron energy distribution to a higher energy value, by
means of pulsed electric field, the duration of the pulse needs to be less than the time for
the onset of the glow-to-arc transition instability. The time required for the onset of the
glow to arc transition instability for atmospheric pressure glow discharge was on the
order of 10 ns.*°
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5.4.1 Electrical Characteristics
The voltage pulse was generated by a pulse-forming network (PFN) in strip-line
geometry. Figure 4.8 (experimental set up chapter) shows the schematics of the 10 ns
pulse generator. Figure 5.27 illustrates the current waveform and voltage waveform in the
case of pulsed dc in dry and humid air for 2 mm gap distance. The current pulse has two
peaks. The first was due to the capacitance current and the second is due to the resistive
current. The resistive current pulses for dry air are higher than that for humid air.
Figure 5.28 shows the temporal development of the voltage pulse across the central
glow discharge of the three parallel glow discharges, in response to the superimposed
high voltage pulses of 5 ns duration and various amplitudes. The voltage was applied for
different electrode gaps, i.e., 2, 4, and 6 nun. The voltage across the dc plasma decreased
within a few nanoseconds after application of the pulsed voltage. This decrease depends
on the pulse amplitude and gap distance. A similar behavior was observed earlier.
The response of the MHCD voltage to the superimposed voltage is shown in Figure
5.29. The MHCD voltage dropped in value from -470 V to -10 V in 85 ns, from the
beginning of the 10 ns superimposed pulse, and it reached -470 V again after 9 psec. The
V gd decreases from 340 V, before the superimposed pulse, to 270 V after the application
of the 10 ns pulse.
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Figure 5.27. Voltage and current pulse shapes fo r 2 mm gap distance. (A) dry air;
(B) humid air.
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5.4.2 Optical Characteristics
Figure 5.30 shows the temporal development of the visible light emission from the
plasma after pulse application to the three discharges in parallel. The superimposed pulse
voltage was 1.55 kV and the electrode gap separation was 3 mm, while the individual dc
discharge current was 13 mA for both the I m h c d , and the I g d - The time resolution is 1 ns.
Due to the high time resolution and low sensitivity of the CCD camera, the dc glow
discharge emission was not detectable. The light emission was highest, ~ 1 ns,
immediately after the pulse, and decayed exponentially. The light emission has its
maximum at the center of each plasma column of the three discharges, as displayed in
Figure 5.31. Previous investigation^^ showed that the decay time increases with the
pulsed electric field amplitude. The pictures indicate that pulse application affects only
the plasma on the central axes of the discharge. For the visible optical emission the full
width at half maximum, (FWHM) was reduced by 25% during the pulse.

5.4.3 Temporal Development of Gas Temperature
In order to evaluate the gas temperature, a method was used as described in
Appendix A. The measurements covering the duration of the pulse were performed with
an exposure time of 300 ps. Before the pulse was applied, the gas temperature represents
the dc temperature (2100 K). During the pulse, the intensity of the second positive system
of the nitrogen band increased strongly.
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1 ns

2 ns

3 ns

4 ns

5 ns

6 ns
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8 ns

9 ns

Figure 5.30. CCD photographic pictures o f the temporal development o f the visible
optical emission after pulse application. The maximum intensity was at the center o f each
discharge. The real distance between each discharge was 4 mm and the electrode gap
separation was 3 mm. The time resolution was in this case 1 ns.
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Figure 5.31. Temporal development o f the visible optical emission after pulse
application. Maximum intensity was at the center o f each discharge. The distance
between each discharge was 4 mm.

It was found that the temperature increased at about 10 to 15 ns after superimposing
the 10 ns pulse. This increase was assumed to be due to electron energy relaxation. About
100 |is after the pulse the intensity of the 0-0 nitrogen band emission decayed to such a
low value that an exposure time of 3 ps was required to record the spectra. Spectra taken
at 1.5 ps ± 1.5 ps after the pulse indicate a strong rise in temperature, up to 2600 K. The
temperature of 2320 K measured at 2 ps ± 1.5 ps after the pulse was lower, but increased
again to approximately 2500 K at 0.1 ms and then decayed again. This second peak could
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be due to the second increase in the voltage pulse, as illustrated in Figure 5.29. The error
in the temperature measurements was about 50 K.
At = 200 ps
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Figure 5.32. Temporal development o f the gas temperature in the center o f a 2 mm
gap glow discharge with a superimposed 10 ns pulse to a discharge with 10 mA dc.
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CH A PTER VI
M IC R O -P L A S M A J E T

In this Chapter we present the results of studies on an atmospheric pressure dc
micro-plasma jet. The I-V characteristics and gas flow rate effect were investigated.
Spectroscopic measurements of the N2 second positive system were compared with the
simulated spectra to estimate the gas temperature inside the microhollow discharge. A
micro-thermocouple probe measured the lateral and the axial gas temperatures. A CCD
camera was used to record micro-plasma images.

6 .1 O p t i c a l M e a s u r e m e n t s

Figure 6.1 shows photographs of the visible light emission from the dc micro
plasma jet in air and O2 . A transition from laminar to turbulent flow was observed at 140
ml/min air flow. The parameter that describes this transition is the Reynolds number
{ R e = p v d /ju ).

Here p is gas density, v is the jet velocity,

d

is the diameter of the anode

opening, and // is the gas viscosity. An initial laminar flow becomes turbulent as a result
of increasing flow speed when a certain critical Rc is reached. In our case the transition
from laminar to turbulent flow occurs at a flow rate of around 140 ml/min, while in the
case of oxygen, the transition was observed at a lower flow rate value (around 100
ml/min). Gas temperature, measured at 1.65 mm from the MHCD surface, shows about a
200 K drop corresponding to the transition from laminar to turbulence flow.
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Figure 6.1. Photographs o f a micro-plasma jet fo r air and oxygen at different flow
rates. The pictures show the transition from laminar to turbulent flow at 140 ml/min fo r
air and 100 ml/min fo r O2 .

6.2 Gas Temperature Measurements
The gas temperature in a nitrogen or nitrogen-containing plasma can be determined
by recording the emission of individual vibrational bands of nitrogen molecules.^’*
Several emission band systems are present in nitrogen. However, because the N 2 second
positive system has a large oscillator strength and can be easily recognized in nitrogen
discharges, it is the preferred system for temperature determination.^ End-on spectral
emission from the nitrogen second positive system (C^ flu, D= 0 —>

fig, i)= 0) was

used for gas temperature measurements inside the MHCD. Figure 6.2 shows the results of
gas temperature measurements as a function of flow rate for different current values. A
decrease in gas temperature from 1850 K to 1350 K as a result of increase in flow rate
(from 0 to 100 ml/min) was observed. For higher values of flow rate, the gas temperature
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decreased considerably, with a sudden drop in gas temperature at about 120 ml/min as
shown in Figure 6.2. This drop in gas temperature is related to the transition from laminar
to turbulent flow.
Side-on gas temperature measurements as a function of flow rate at 7 mA are
illustrated in Figure 6.3A. The temperature increases as a result of increasing flow rate
until it reaches a value of about 140 ml/min. For higher flow rate, a decrease in gas
temperature was observed. The discharge voltage, on the other hand, has an opposite
trend. This could be related to the transition from laminar to turbulent flow. When the
volumetric flow rate was gradually increased from zero to higher flow rates, the flow was
steady and laminar. As the flow approached the transition Reynolds number (critical
number, Rc), it began to become unsteady, although it was still laminar. As the Reynolds
number was further increased, bursts of turbulent flow and eddies were encountered.
These eddies absorb energy and the average gas temperature decreases.

For higher

Reynolds numbers, the flow was entirely turbulent. Thus, there was a range of Reynolds
number around the transition value over which the flow changes from a completely
laminar flow to a completely turbulent flow. The transition was not an instantaneous
process. It was accompanied by a gradual decrease in gas temperature and an increase in
MHCD voltage.
It was found that the gas temperature increases linearly with a discharge current for
a constant flow rate, as illustrated in Figure 6.3B. At 1.65 mm from the MHCD surface,
the micro-plasma jet was at room temperature, 300 K, for 3 mA current and at 475 K for
22 mA at flow rate of 300 ml/min nitrogen. For air feed the results were similar. The
voltage current characteristic of the micro-plasma jet grows in the current range from 2
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up to 24 mA. Thus, when the discharge current increases from 2 to 6 mA, the discharge
voltage has almost a constant value of 585 V. When the current exceeds this value of 6
mA, the discharge voltage decreases from 585 to 465 volt. For a current ranging from 7
to 20 mA, the discharge voltage decreases from 465 to 420 V. Above 20 mA the
discharge voltage shows a constant value of 412 V. The first transition at 6 mA resembles
the transition from Townsend discharge to negative glow discharge, and the range from 6
to 24 resembles the negative and normal glow discharge.
The spatial gas temperature distribution in micro-plasma jet was investigated using
a micro-thermocouple probe with a diameter of -25 }xm and length of the non-insulated
part of 2 mm. Axial and lateral gas temperatures were measured in nitrogen, air and
oxygen. Figure 6.4A illustrates the axial gas temperature for different nitrogen flow rate
for a 19 mA discharge current.

For a flow rate of 40 and 100 ml/min, the gas

temperature decreases exponentially up to 6 mm. The gas temperature decreased from
about 400 K to room temperature at 15 mm from the MHCD. In contrast, in the case of
higher flow rate, such as 220 ml/min, a faster temperature decrease was observed until it
reached a room temperature value. Similar behavior was observed in air and oxygen, as
shown in Figure 6.4, which shows the axial gas temperature for these gases for a flow
rate of 110 ml/min at 19 mA. Within a distance of 9 mm from the MHCD, the gas
temperature for O2 was higher than that for N2 and air. There was a sudden drop in O 2
temperature at 10 mm from the MHCD. This could be due to the introduction of the eddy
in the turbulent flow at this position. Neither nitrogen nor air showed any turbulent flow
under the experimental conditions.
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CHAPTER VII
DISCUSSION
7.1 Microhollow Cathode Discharge (MHCD)
The current-voltage (I-V) characteristics for MHCD at atmospheric pressure in
air were found to be similar to that of noble gases. *In both cases, based on modeling
results,^ the measured I-V curves can be interpreted as follows: When the current is low
(3 mA) the plasma exists only in the inter-electrode volume. As the current increases the
plasma enters the cathode hole, causing an increase in the ionization rate inside the
cathode hole due to pendulum electrons (hollow cathode effect) and, consequently,
decrease in voltage. This decrease in discharge voltage continues until the plasma fills the
entire cathode hole, which occurs at a current of 8 mA. In the 3-8 mA current range the
current increases due to the expansion of the plasma inside the cathode hole. The sheaths
expand progressively along the cathode inner surfaces. The secondary electrons emitted
from the cathode surface and generated by ionization in the cathode sheath are oscillating
between the opposite sheaths until they lose most of their energy in collisions with
neutral particles.^ As the current increases further, the plasma spreads over the cathode
surface. This behavior is similar to the normal glow discharge at low pressure. When the
plasma layer reaches the borders of the cathode the current can only be increased through
an increase in voltage: the discharge operates in the abnormal glow mode, characterized
by a positive slope of the I-V characteristics.
An increase in voltage with current (positive slope of I-V characteristic) was in
some cases also observed before the plasma has reached the borders of the cathode. In
this case, a resistive layer is assumed to have been formed on the cathode during 3 hours
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of conditioning, which acts as a ballast resistor. This resistive material deposition has
been reported in literature for parallel discharges in argon at 800 mbar. ^ This
modification of the electrode surfaces caused the I-V slope to change from negative to
positive after the second conditioning. This hypothesis of the resistive layer formation is
supported by the following observations:
•

The changes observed in the eleetrode surface as illustrated in Figure 5.8.

•

A diffuse mode having a positive slope of the I-V characteristics is observed in
the beginning of the pulse duration followed by the filamentary mode having a
negative slope. This indicates that the filamentary mode begins to dominate the
discharge once the resistive layer (the deposited film) breaks.
Although a positive slope in I-V curve was obtained with both methods, it was not

possible to ignite parallel discharge at atmospheric pressure air without using a ballast
resistor.

7.2 Microhollow Cathode Discharge Sustained Glow Discharge.
7.2.1 Electrical Parameters
The microhollow cathode discharge (MHCD) was used as plasma cathode to sustain
a glow discharge (GD) in atmospheric pressure air. Extraction of the electrons from the
MHCD by means of a third positively biased electrode, positioned on the anode side of
the MHCD, requires that the electric field generated by the third electrode should be on
the same order or higher than the field in the positive column of the MHCD. Then the
electrons in the hollow electrode drift to the third electrode rather than drifting to the
MHCD anode.
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The results showed that there are three modes of operation, displayed
schematically in Figure 7.1. The first one is the low current mode in which the
microhollow cathode discharge current is less than the current flowing through the glow
discharge

(Im h c d > I g d )-

The second one is the “linear” mode in which

third one is the high current mode in which I m h c d <

I m h c d = Ig d .

The

Ig d -

In the low current mode, both the third eleetrode and the central electrode serve as
the MHCD anodes. With increasing current the partition changes (more electrons are
drifting towards the third electrode rather than to the MHCD electrode) and the voltage
across the glow discharge (V gd) decreases until it reaches its minimum value of 850 V at
which I g d =

Im h cd

(6 mA), as illustrated in Figure 5 . 10.

In the linear mode (highlighted background in Figure 5.10), the current in the
MHCD is almost identical to the glow discharge that means the central electrode has lost
its function as anode for the MHCD. In this region an increase in the

Im h c d

causes a

decrease in the V m h c d In the high current glow discharge mode, the plasma cathode is not able to provide
all the electrons needed for the glow discharge, and, consequently, the electron emission
from the surface of the central electrode becomes important. The cathode fall spreads
over the surface of the center electrode, which serves as an additional electron source for
the third electrode. This is shown in Figures

5 .1 0

extending over the center electrode for the

mA discharge. The effect is more obvious

for the
while

22

1 1 .1

mA discharge as illustrated in Figure

V m hcd

5 .9 .

and

5 .1 1 ,

where the plasma is seen

In this mode

V gd

decreases sharply

only slightly decreases. Once the seeondary electron emission rate (y) from

the MHCD anode becomes higher than that from the MHCD cathode, then
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has a
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steady state value of approximately 55 V and

Im hcd

reaches a steady state value of 9.5

mA. This indicates that there is no more increase in the electron emission from the
MHCD cathode.

1=0

I„<0

L>0

M HCD

Figure 7.1. The three modes o f operation fo r MHCD sustained glow discharge. Left, the
low current mode in which I m h c d
the high current mode in which

> Igd-

Center, linear mode in which,

Im hcd < Igd-

Imhcd = I

gd,

Right,

The electron movement is indicated by the

arrows.

The potential distribution and the electrons movement direction in the MHCD
anode for the three operation modes are shown in Figure 7.2. In the low current mode the
MHCD potential penetrates in the MHCD anode hole in such a way that the equipotential lines look like Gaussian shape. As the glow discharge current increases and
reach the linear mode the third electrode potential affects the potential distribution in the
MHCD anode hole found that the electrons generated in the MHCD shift toward the third
electrode. Continuous increase in the third electrode current causes the transition to the
high current mode. The third electrode potential penetrates inside the MHCD anode hole
generating equipotential lines distribution which favors extraction of electrons from the
MHCD. It does not affect the electron emission from the MHCD cathode. However, the
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increased potential difference in the boundary layer of the MHCD anode, causes electron
emission from this electrode and consequently functions as another electron emitter in
addition to the MHCD.
Usually the anode fall voltage is in the same range as the ionization potential of the
carrier gas, which is 14.5 eV for nitrogen and 13.6 eV for oxygen. The retarding MHCD
anode fall potential, Va could be also calculated from [Ref. 3]“*
V ,= 1 .9 8 x 10-‘ T ; % , o( ^ - ^ J

(7.1)

where Jg is the current density in the plasma near to the anode, Ja is the anode current
density, and Tg is the electron temperature. Assuming that the electron temperature is
1.14 eV and the discharge is confined inside the cylindrical anode hole, the anode current
density is given by I/7trl where r is the hole radius and 1 is the thickness of the anode. The
current density in the plasma is given by 1/to^. When the current of the MHCD anode (/^)
is equal to the current of the MHCD cathode
When the

Ig =

0.5

Im h c d , Vq

by 50 %. If Ig = 0.01

Im hcd

(Im hcd)

then the anode fall voltage is 0.75 V.

becomes 1.57 V, showing an increase in the anode potential

which means the discharge operates in the linear current mode,

then Va has a value of 6.09 V.

7.2.2 Electron Density
The electron density was measured by using infrared heterodyne interferometry.^
For a dc microhollow cathode discharge sustained atmospheric pressure glow discharge
at a current of 10 mA, the electron density is 10*^ cm'^ in the center, decreasing to half of
this value at a radial distance of 0.21 mm. This, as illustrated in Figure 5.20, is in
accordance with results obtained with Ohm’s law. The electron density of the MHCD
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sustained atmospheric pressure glow discharge is about two orders of magnitude higher
as compared with the dc high pressure glow discharges obtained by Akishev et. al.

6,7

(A)

(B)

Figure. 7.2 Sketch o f the MHCD and the residual potential distribution inside the
anode. (A) In the low current mode, (B) In the linear mode, and (C) In the high current
mode. The potential distribution lines are shown in blue and the electron paths in red
arrows.
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7.2.3 Power
The calculations, using a detailed state-specific one dimensional kinetic model,^
showed that if ionization in the plasma is produced by an external electric field, an
electron density of ng =10'^cm'^ is sustained at a power budget of more than 30 GW/m^.
This is due to the extremely high attachment and recombination losses in air. The power
budget required to sustain a discharge of lO'^ cm'^ electron density was - 3 .5 GW/m^ for
our system. This significant reduction in the power is due to the high temperature, which
reduced the effective attachment rate, because of higher rate of collisional detachment.
In case of a superimposed 10 ns pulse, the electron density was found to range from
lO" to lO'"^ cm'^. It was found that for electron density exceeding lO'^ cm'^ the minimum
required power density was 2.6 kWcm'^, which is in accordance with the rate equation
model.^ For an electron density exceeding lO'^ cm‘^, the power consumption can be
reduced to 18 Wcm'^. This power density is the minimum value for pulse duration of 10
ns. This value of 18 Wcm'^ is in good agreement with the value of 12 Wcm’^ obtained by
Duten et.al’° for an average electron density of 10*^ cm’^. For an electron density of 10*°
to 10*^ cm'^ Laroussi*' reported a value of 20 Wcm'^ for an AC glow discharge plasma in
air with a water electrode, which is also close to our results.

7.3 Gas Temperature
7.3.1 Axial Distribution
The gas temperature of GD was obtained by means of emission spectroscopy by
comparing the measured and modeled spectra of the 2"° positive system. Both axial and
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lateral distribution of gas temperature was measured. It is observed that the gas
temperatures near both of the electrodes were lower than that in the rest of discharge gap.
Thermal conductivities of the electrodes are much higher than that of air, which causes
the cooling effect near the electrodes. The highest value of gas temperature near the
MHCD and the steady value for d > ~ 4.5 mm correlates with the electric field
distributions displayed in Figure 5.17A, this is because the electrons lose more than
99.9 % of the energy they gained from the electric field to the nitrogen molecules through
vibrational excitation. The vibrationaly excited molecules transfer energy to translational
mode through vibrational relaxation. A similar trend for gas temperature has already been
reported*^ for the case of atmospheric pressure dc discharge in air using liquid nonmetallic electrodes.

7.3.2 Lateral Distribution
The lateral gas temperature distribution is determined by the rate of heat transfer to
the surface of the MHC anode, which is higher than the rate of heat transfer at the air gas
boundary. It is because the thermal conductivity of air is less than that of the electrode
material. The radial potential distribution reported by Stark and Schoenbach*^ and that
reported by Arkhipenko and Simonchik*"* follows the pattern of lateral temperature
distribution in our studies.

7.3.3 Effect of Pulsed Electron Heating
Superimposing a short pulse of 10 ns on a dc glow discharge shifts the EEDF to a
higher energy range and increases the ionization collision frequency. In this study, it was
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found^ that the electron density increased more than two orders of magnitude when a 10
ns pulse is superimposed on an atmospheric pressure glow discharge in air with a dc
discharge current of 10 mA. The applied pulsed electric field was 8 kV/cm, the electrode
gap distance was 2 mm, and the increased electron density lasted at the value of 10*^ cm'^
for about 100 ns. The gas temperature was increased by 200 K after 10 to 15 ns of the
application of the 10 ns pulse. This time is assumed to be the time, x, taken for the energy
to transfer from the vibrational excited molecules to neutral gas particles of the nitrogen
molecules. It is because 99.9 % of the electron energy gained from the field is transferred
to the nitrogen molecules through vibrational excitation.*® The increase in gas
temperature was observed for more than 25 ns as illustrated in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3. Temporal development o f gas temperature in the center o f the GD in dc
with superimposed 10 ns pulse. Electrode separation was 2 mm, and I m h c d = 10 mA.
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7.4 Volume Scaling
The experimental results have shown that the current required to sustain the
discharge increases with gap distance (Figure 5.13). This can be explained by the
increase in the electron losses with increasing gap distance. For a self-sustained glow
discharge in atmospheric pressure air, the electron generation should be in balance with
the electron losses. For atmospheric pressure air discharge, the energy transfer to the gas
through collisions between electrons and heavy particles plays an important role. Laux*^
showed that the electrons lose more than 99.9 % of their energy to nitrogen molecules
through vibrational excitation. The vibrationaly excited molecules transfer energy to
translational mode through vibrational relaxation. The decreases in electron density (ne)
from the maximum at the plasma cathode to the lower values toward the anode, as
illustrated in Figure 5.20, is caused by diffusion in the bulk, recombination, and
attachment.*^ By increasing the gap distance the plasma discharge cross-section increases
due to ambipolar diffusion. Consequently, the plasma gas temperature will decrease,
especially at the discharge boundary, which will increase the attachment losses.
The measurements of the electric field distribution, as illustrated in Figure 5.19,
show that the value of the electric field is reduced in the plasma cathode region. The
reduction in electric field in our case is due to the high value of plasma density in the
range close to the cathode of the glow discharge.
The results from the zero-dimensional self-consistent plasma chemical model,^
for atmospheric pressure dc glow discharge in air show the following. First, the ion
concentration in the stationary discharge exceeds the electron concentration, but the
electrons, because of their higher mobility, carry the main portion of current. Secondly,
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the concentration of the “secondary” negative ions formed by negative charge conversion
is approximately 10 times higher than the corresponding concentrations of “primary” ions
produced by dissociative electron attachment to O2 and H 2 O molecules.

Lastly, the

determining processes to be taken into account in calculation of the air discharge currentvoltage characteristics are the following: electron attachment giving O', H', then their
conversion into OH', O 2 ', O3'; ion-ion recombination; electron detachment. The rate
coefficients of these reactions are dependent on the electric field strength. The rate
coefficients of a

166

reactions are collected by Akishev et al.^ On the other hand,

Adamovich,^ stated that at a relatively high temperature of T >

1500

K, the effect of

cations, such as N 4 '^ and O / , as well as the anions ions, such as O2 ', O', is expected to be
insignificant. In our plasma, the electron ion recombination can be calculated’^ as Pd =
2 .1 0 '^ (T /T e )'* ’^

cm^/sec, which gives pd=

Here the

value of

T /T e

1 .5 7 9

2 .4

xlO'* cmVsec in the positive column of GD.

V/cmTorr which corresponds to the reduced field in the

positive column, was estimated from Figure 5 .3 .
The photographs for the two discharges’^ in parallel showed more diffused plasma
than that of three discharges in parallel for the same current and gap distance, as
illustrated in Figure

5 .1 8

and Figure

5 .1 9 .

This behavior is due to the electrode

configuration used in the experiment. In the case of two discharges, the third electrode
was a disc with a central pin as shown in Figure

4 .9 ,

which will generate a semi-uniform

electric f i e l d . I n the case of three discharges, the third electrode consisted of pins as
shown in Figure

4 .1 0 ,

which formed a non-uniform electric field.’* While using a disc

only as a third electrode, the plasmas had a conical shape with a base facing the third
electrode.’^
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7.5 Plasm a Jet
The concept of a micro-plasma jet was used to scale the glow discharge in axial and
lateral direction by flowing air through the MHCD and by parallel operation of more than
one jet as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The gas temperature inside the MHCD showed a
decrease with increase in flow rate as illustrated in Figure6.2. In these measurements the
anode hole diameter was 100 [im while the cathode hole diameter was 200 |i,m and the
discharge current was 10 mA. This decrease in gas temperature can be explained from the
decrease in the residence time (tr) of the flowing gas in the MHCD under the applied
electric field.

'- 7

where c is a constant equal to the sample thickness (1 mm) multiplied by the hole
cross-section area (17.67 x 10'^ mm^). In this case, which is presented in Figure 6.2, the
average sample hole diameter was 0.15 mm. Thus, c is equal to ~ 0.0177 mm'^. The
residence time corresponding to a flow rate of 20 ml/min and gas velocity of 18.8 m/sec
is equal to 53 |is, which is decreased by a factor of 10 (5.3 |is) when the flow is increased
to 200 ml/min at a velocity of 188 m s'\

The large velocity of the plasma jet ejected in a static gas results in engulfment of
the out side gas as illustrated in Figure 7.4. The plasma jet is considered as two-fluid
mixtures consisting of hot out moving fragment and cold and in moving fragments. The
micro-plasma jet photographs and gas temperature measurements support this view. The
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plasma represents a laminar flow at low flow rate and it gradually transfers to a
turbulence flow as the flow rat exceeds the critical Reynold’s number, which is given by

R =

vD

(7.4)

where v is the gas velocity and D is the hole diameter and rj is the gas viscosity. It
was found that transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs at around 110 m s * for an
air plasma jet. This transition occurred for oxygen at a velocity of around 90 m s * as can
be seen from Figure 6.1. The difference in the transition point is due to difference in
viscosity, rj, for the two gases, which, in turn, is the result of relatively higher gas
temperature in the case of O2 than that for air as illustrated in Figure 6.4B.

I
Potential COR!
o f the plasma jet

1>aiisiiiaiul flow witheogulfiiMot of cold
eddies into plasma jet aid incamplele
\_____
miaDg
Coldeddies
,
and ploama gas eddies aie

v
TiabiAaflFlow;

Eddies have brolcEn down and fluid
has thoroughly tnixed

Figure 7.4 Main regions o f a transient plasma jet.^^

The transition from laminar to turbulent flow is accompanied by a decease in gas
temperature and an increase in discharge voltage which is presented in Figure 6.3 A. The
drop in axial gas temperature is observable in Figure 6.4A for N 2 and in Figure 6.4 for O2 .
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CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
A stable and large volume (2 cm length and 1.4 cm width) glow discharge plasma
was generated in air at atmospheric pressure. The microhollow cathode plasma was used
as a plasma cathode to sustain the glow discharge plasma. The measurements show that
the produced plasma is nonequilibrium plasma with average electron energy of
approximately 1.1 eV and neutral particle and ion temperature of approximately 2000 K.
The plasma was extended in lateral (horizontal) direction by operating parallel discharges
with individual ballast resistors. The operation of three parallel discharges was
demonstrated. The plasma was extended in axial (vertical) direction by igniting the
discharge at relatively short gap between anode and third electrode (second anode) and
then gradually increasing the gap. The plasma was extended up to 1.4 cm in lateral
direction and up to 2 cm in axial direction. The homogeneity of the plasma was found to
improve with either the increase in the discharge gap or the increase in discharge current.
Increase in the discharge gap lengths needed higher current for the plasma sustainment. If
the current was increased at a constant discharge gap, the diameter of the glow discharge
plasma was found to increase. It was also noticed that the electron density decreases
significantly with increase in the discharge gap. For example, the electron density
decreased from 10*^ cm ^ at 2 mm discharge gap to ~ lo'* cm^ for a 12 mm discharge
gap, for the case of a single discharge and a 13 mA discharge current.
It was found that the “residual voltage” voltage and the MHCD voltage had an
inverse linear relationship. The sum of the two voltages did not vary with current. For
example, summation of both voltages was 500 V for a 13 mA glow discharge current.
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The glow discharge was found to have a negative differential conductance for the
case in which current of the microhollow cathode discharge was identical to the glow
discharge current. The negative slope increases with the increase in electrode gap (d).
Parallel operation of two and three glow discharges at atmospheric pressure air was
achieved by using ballast resistors. An electron density of 1.5x10*' cm^ was estimated
for two diffuse discharges with

10

mA for each one and

8

mm electrodes gap distance.

The distribution of gas temperature in both axial and lateral directions was
measured by means of molecular emission spectroscopy. A maximum temperature of
2200 K was found close to the microhollow anode and it decayed toward the anode
reaching values of about 1400 K for an electrode distance of less than

6

mm. It was also

found that the gas temperature has a constant value of approximately 2000 K at a distance
exceeding 5 mm from the MHCD for electrode distances larger than

6

mm. In the case of

three parallel discharges, the temperature in the lateral direction showed a sine-wave
shape with 1700 K (Tg) between the parallel discharges and 2000 K peak at the center of
the discharge column.
Superimposing high voltage pulse in the atmospheric pressure discharges resulted
in pulsed heating of electrons. This technique of heating electrons selectively, i.e., non
equilibrium electron heating, was used to reduce the power consumption, which is
required to sustain a certain electron density. The time of energy transfer from electrons
to the neutral particles was estimated to be in the range of 15 ns after the 10 ns pulse
application.
The volume of the MHCD sustained atmospheric pressure glow discharge in air
was on the order of cubic-centimeters. However, it appears to be possible to extend the
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discharge in axial direction by increasing the discharge current limit. This can be
achieved by using a cooling system for MHCD electrodes and increasing the applied
voltage, as long as the discharge stays below the threshold field for glow-to-arc
transitions. Moreover, the glow discharge can be extended in lateral direction by
increasing the number of parallel operated discharges.
The MHCD was used as plasma cathode to stabilize the glow discharge in
atmospheric pressure air. The MHCD sustained glow discharge behaves similar to a
vacuum triode. MHCD was used as a glow discharge current controller to change the
discharge from one mode to another mode, i.e., to low, linear, and high current modes.
Furthermore, a small change in the MHCD current in the cuirent mode controlled the
position of the maximum cross-section of the glow discharge. This feature can be used to
generate certain patterns by individually controlling discharges in multi parallel
operations. In addition, by setting the glow discharge ignition just below the threshold
value gives the possibility to control the ignition of the glow discharge by applying a
small voltage pulse to the MHCD.
The MHCD sustained glow discharge in atmospheric air system can be extended
to other gases. This can lead to the use of the system for applications such as volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) emission control,* other environmental pollution abatement
and material processing, such as, surface treatment of polymers, etc.
Superimposing 10 ns plus to the glow discharge increased the electron density and
reduced the power density of the system. The electron density can be increased to an
average value by controlling the repetition rate of the supper-imposed pulse. The method
of pulsed electron heating allows to use this system for plasma chemical applications. By
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applying short pulses of controlled electric fields, the electron energy distribution
function can be shifted to different electron energies. So, the system can be optimized for
any desired chemical processing that requires electron energy in a certain range, by
choosing the correct mach between the applied electric field and pulse duration. For
example, the system can be used to generate radicals that can destroy the toxic volatile
organic compounds efficiently from industrial exhaust gases.
A stable micro-plasma jet was generated by flowing air, nitrogen or oxygen at
atmospheric pressure through the hole of the MHCD. The power consumption in micro
plasma get was 1 to 10 W. The optical and thermal characteristics of the micro-plasma jet
have been studied. The measurements showed that the gas temperature in micro-plasma
jet is controllable. Measured values were between 300 K and 1000 K depending on the
gas flow rate and discharge current. Two modes of flow, laminar and turbulent, were
recorded depending on the flow rate. The gas temperature was found to have value close
to room temperature for turbulent flow.
Generating this plasma in atmospheric pressure might allow their use for surface
treatment. Selectivity of the plasma for the particular treatment can be controlled by the
gas temperature of the plasma jet and the nature of operating gas. Examples are the
materials that need special radicals and specific temperature such as semiconductor
devices and temperature sensitive materials. Also, the low temperature plasma offers a
strong possibility for biological surface treatment such as skin treatments. Figure 8.1
illustrates the contact of the plasma to the skin of human finger. More over the small size
of the jet have the advantage of using this jet in treating and cleaning groves and small
holes on certain material.
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The selectivity of the generated radical could be controlled by the residence time
of the gas inside the MHCD and the applied field. By superimposing a high voltage pulse
of controlled duration and field strength to the plasma jet can, in principal, tune the
plasma for production of desired radicals for chemical processing. This may lead to a
new field of application such as tumor treatment, e.g., by choosing the right match of
energy and species that can treat tumor without affecting the ambient healthy cells.
The plasma jets may be generated in large scale by operating many of them in
parallel. This has been demonstrated during this study by operating three jets in parallel
operation, as illustrated in Figure 8.2. This indicates the ability of the jet for large scale
applications.

Figure 8.1. Cold Micro-Plasma je t is contacting a human thumb.
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Figure 8.2. Demonstration o f three micro-plasma jets in parallel. The distance
between each je t is 4 mm.
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APPENDIX A

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

A .l Introduction
It is necessary to distinguish between the kinetic temperatures of electrons, TV, ions,
Ti, and atoms/molecules, Tg. These temperatures may differ from each other even if the
individual velocity distribution is close to Maxwellian.' The relationship between ionatom and atom-atom collision rates could either favor or counteract the establishment of a
Maxwellian distribution for the neutral atoms depending on which collision interaction
dominates in a particular experiment.
The present appendix will focus on the spectroscopic measurements of the gas
temperature. Spectroscopic methods are non-intrusive and carry information about the
local instantaneous plasma gas temperature. For short life plasmas, such as plasma
generated by nano-second or femto-second lasers or particle beams, this is the only
reliable means of studying plasma development.
Temperature may be defined as the condition of a body that determines the transfer
of heat to or from other bodies. Particularly, it is a manifestation of the average
translational kinetic energy of the molecules of a substance.
If the system is in equilibrium, the energy and velocity distribution function is given
by
/
f^{v)d v = n^

Atw exp
V

E
fE (E )d E ^ -j= n ^
T
yjjc

mv 2 A
dv
2Te

exp
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Figure A.I.

The Maxwellian distribution o f energy fo r different electron

temperature (Te).

For more details about the derivation of the above equation the reader is referred to
literature Reference # 2.^ Based on the above equation, Figure A.l shows the Maxwellian
distribution function for energy at an electron temperature of 0.75 eV, 1.5 eV and 3 eV.
In equation (A .l) f^{v)dv is the density of electrons whose velocity is between v
andv + c?v, f^{E )dE is the density of electrons whose kinetic energy is between E
andE + d E , and

is the electron temperature (in energy units, 1 eV = 11000 K). When

this equation holds true, it is possible to characterize the whole distribution by one
parameter, the temperature (T^).
For the Boltzmann-Maxwell distribution equation to hold, the following condition
must be fulfilled:
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It is assumed that the system had enough time to thermalize, or to attain thermal
equilibrium as defined by Boltzmann-Maxwell velocity distribution.
Examples of plasmas in which this condition is clearly not satisfied are the femto
second laser produced plasmas and the cathode fall region of glow discharge. In these
plasmas, the plasma evolution time is too short for the electron to thermalize during the
pulse duration. In this case, one must consider non-Maxwellian energy and velocity
distribution functions.^
In the case of nonequilibrium plasma electrons gain their energy from the external
electric field and pass on their excessive energy to the atoms/molecules. The electron
temperature always remains somewhat higher than the gas temperature. A steady state is
reached when the energy transfer from the electron to the neutral particles becomes equal
to the energy gained by them from the electric field:”^

(A.2)
where

E

=— •

(A.3)

Here, x is the time between the collision of an electron with particles of mass m, lie
is the mobility of the electrons, and k is Boltzmann’s constant. For the relative difference
in temperature we obtained from (A.2) with x = X,/\) = Xyjm^/3kT^
AT

r .- r ,

n

T,

{XeEf m
( i t r j 4m, ■
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XeE is the energy taken by each electron from the electrical field E along one mean
free length path and

is the thermal energy of the electrons. Equation (A.4) shows

that the square of the ratio of energy, gained from the field to the thermal energy, has to
be multiplied by mlAm^ (~ 1 0 ^) to obtain the relative difference of the electron
temperature Te and the gas temperature Tg.
Several methods have been used for gas temperature measurements. The Doppler
profile method is one of the most common techniques. Doppler broadening occurs due to
the radiation of atoms in motion. Therefore, the gas temperature can be estimated by
measuring Doppler half-width at half maximum (HWHM), which is given by
r ,i o g 2
(A.5)

V Me

where is M is the mass of radiating ions and c is the light speed and ftb is the transition
(AE/h) energy. The width of Doppler broadening is dependent only on gastemperature,
Tg, i.e, the higher the temperature, the larger the line width.
The rotational band of molecules can also be used in gas

temperature

measurements. If a band of diatomic molecules can be found in the plasma emission
spectra, the temperature measurements can be estimated from the following parameters:
the relative intensity distribution over the rotational structure of one particular band; the
intensity distribution over the vibrational structure within the band system; and absolute
intensity measurements.^
The rotational and vibrational levels are characterized by quantum numbers. The
electronic excitation energies are in the 10 eV range, the vibrational energies are on the
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order of 0.1 eV, and the rotational energies are about 0.01 eV.® For a diatomic molecule,
the energy of a vibrational level v is given by:
+

+ j i f + 0 ),z,(v +

+ K)' +

+ .... ,

E, = co,(v + X

)

(A.6 )

where to^,

co^y^,and co^z^are the vibrational constants for one electronic level,

which can be found in the literature’ for different molecules of interest.
The energy of a rotational level of a linear molecule is given by:
E, = B J { J + \ ) - D X { J + 1)’ + H D J \ J + 1)',
where J corresponds to the rotational level and

(A.7)
Dy, and Hy are calculated for

different vibrational levels (Roux et al. 1993).’

A.2 Vibrational Temperature of Diatomic Molecules
Like atomic emission lines, the intensity of a vibrational band depends on the
population density of the upper level, Uy, of the transition and on the transition
probability Ay y". For molecular lines, this can be written as:
I V'v” =ChvV’V” nV AV’V" =ChvVV" n

jI

^

,

(A.8 )

V’V”

where v ’ and v” represent the vibrational quantum number of the upper and lower
level respectively, qy’y" is the Franck-Condon factor (a sample table can be found in Ref
#

8

for nitrogen), ^ Ay-y" is the wavelength of the transition and C is a constant dependent

on the emission volume.
By recording the emission spectrum of the molecule of interest over a wide spectral
range, one can observe a large number of vibrational lines. For such measurements, only
spectrographs with middle resolution are required, but the spectral response of the system
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has to be known. The relative intensities of different vibrational band heads can be
compared and the excitation temperature can be extracted by assuming a Boltzmann
distribution of the vibrational levels characterized by a temperature, Ty,. To estimate the
vibrational temperature, the relative intensities of different band heads are compared
using Eq.A.7 and considering th a t/

t

a

r

. For example, in the case of

nitrogen, the transitions used in Tv estimation and their molecular constants taken from
Roux et al. 1993 and Laux 1993^ are given in Table A.l.

Vibrational

Band v’ - v”

Av = -3

Table A .l.

origin

A (10'’-s ‘)

(cm ‘)

sequence
Av = -2

Band

0-2

26289.441

3.532

1-3

26636.472

3.885

2-4

26958.860

3.045

0-3

24642.031

1.086

1-4

25018.044

2.375

2-5

25369.486

3.081

3-6

25683.388

2.972

Vibrational sequences used fo r estimation o f the vibrational

temperature.
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The energy of the upper vibrational levels v’ was calculated*^ from Eq. A.5 for v’ =
0 to 4 with the equilibrium molecular constants of the N 2 {C?TI^ electronic state taken, as
shown in Table A.2.
Equilibrium Molecular Constants of the C^ITu state of *'*N2 (cm *)
(Oe

2047.7928

COgXe

28.9421

COeYe

2.24537

COgZe

-0.551196

Table A.2. Equilibrium Molecular Constant o f the

ITu state o f ‘'*N2 (cm'').

The vibrational temperature is simply the reciprocal of the slope of the line obtained
when the product of the relative intensity ratio and the appropriate factors is plotted as a
function of the energy difference of the upper levels in a semi-logarithmic plot.

A.3 Rotational Temperature of an Electronic Band of Diatomic Molecule.
The vibrational bands consist of rotational lines which correspond to transitions
between upper levels characterized by v’ and 7’ (vibrational and rotational quantum
numbers) and lower levels characterized by v” and 7” . The number of molecules in the
different rotational levels is not proportional to the Boltzmann factor exp [-E/kT] but
each state has a rotational statistical weight of (27+1) times that of the state with 7 = 0,
i.e. each energy level is (27+l)-fold degenerate. The molecular population in each level
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decreases exponentially due to the Boltzmann factor, while the number of degenerated
levels available increases rapidly with J. Then, the total relative population at energy Ej
will clearly be

(A.9)

Population a (27+1) exp {-Ej/kT).

By using only the first term oi Ej and By, = 2, the relative population density can be
found as illustrated in Figure A.2. It shows also the temperature effect, i.e., the higher the
temperature, the higher the populated rotation level. This relation can be used as a
rotational temperature sensor.

I = 500 K
T=1000K
T=1500 K
T = 2000 K

Q.

20

40

50

60

Rotational Quantum Number, J
Figure A.2. The relative population including the rotational energy levels o f a
diatomic molecule at different rotational temperatures.
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The intensity of the rotational lines of a band is given by the line strength S (J)
multiplied by the number of molecules in the initial level n (J).
The strength of the rotational line is given by

^ ^

Hdnl - London fa cto rxA [n v ',n 'v '')

In this formula, A is the band strength, 5 is the total spin momentum and S is the
standard (^function {S= 1 for A = 0, S= 0 for A ^ 0). (2S+l)(2-Si)A) is the statistical
weight of the electronic state. (2S+1) is the multiplicity of the state. (27+1) is the
statistical weight of the rotational state. A is the projection of the total angular momentum
of the electrons on the line joining the nuclei. The band strength is the square of the
dipole moment of the relevant electronic transition (n \ n”).
The Honl-London factors give the relative intensities of the branches within a band.
They are normalized so that the sum of the Honl-London factors for all transitions that
have a common upper (lower) level is (27’+ l) or ( 2 / ’+l). This implies that the sum of
the Honl-London factors for all branches in a band is (27+7) (25+7)

(2 -S

oa) .

To evaluate the temperature, the measured intensity profiles of the bands must be
drawn to the same scale. In other words, the particles must have the same distance of 0-0
and the 1-1 band heads and the same maximum intensity. The temperature is obtained
from a best fit of these profiles.
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A.4 The N 2 Spectrum (2"** positive system)*®
The light emission from the first negative and the second positive system of
nitrogen in the atmospheric pressure discharge in air has the highest intensity. It is known
from the literature *‘ that mainly the elementary processes summarized as follows
determine the observed luminosity in air. The first negative system of nitrogen: (0-0
transition) is given by the following chemical reactions:
e + N ,{ r i : l X ^ ,

—

-H2e
+ hv

n ;{ b^i : x-^,+n , io,- ^ n;{ x ^i

(A.l 1)
(A.12)

IX-,-

(A.13)
The second positive system of nitrogen: (0-0 transition) is given by the following
chemical reactions:

e+

>N , { C ^ n X - , + e

(A.14)

>N ,{B ^n^X -o+ hv
(A.15)
N,{C^nX'=o + o , ^ N ,{ x ^ i l X - - o + o + o .

(A. 1 6 )

It should be noted that the stepwise processes, including metastable N2 (A)
molecules, do not play an important role in air because of the very efficient collisional
quenching of these molecules by oxygen.*^
The 0-0 band of the second positive system of molecular nitrogen has been
simulated with the rotational temperature as the variable parameter. Nitrogen contributes
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to more than 98% of the UV emission in low temperature glow discharges. The potential
energy diagram for nitrogen is shown in Figure A.3. The strongest transition group in
nitrogen is the second positive system, which involves transitions from the electronic Cstate to the B-state, as described above and shown in Figure A.3.
The diatomic molecule of nitrogen is modeled as a symmetric top (rigid rotator).
With the quantum number of both vibrational states being zero, the total frequency of a
transition is described as the sum of the frequencies of the electronic transition and the
difference between two rotational states. For the three branches P (A7=+l), Q (AJ=0), and
R (A7=-l), this can be written as (Herzberg 1950)*^:
P: < J =V'o +
Q:

=^ o + Fa,r

R: K ,j = ^ 0 +

-F n ,r

with Q = 0,1,2

(A.lVa)

with Q. = 1,2

(A. 17b)

- Fa.r with Q = 0,1,2

(A. 17c)

where Vq is called the band origin or the zero line and Fq, j- the term values of the
rotational states. For the triplet system of nitrogen (total rotational momentum projection
Q = 0, 1 ,2 ) these values can be estimated using the semi-empirical equations of Budo
(Budo 1935)*^
f„,,.

2 z ,) - D, ( r - { y

(A. 18a)

F,^j. =B,{j'{r+l) + 4Z,)-D^{j'+^Y

(A .18b)

F,^j. =B^[j'{r+l) + ^ , -2Z, )-D, (j '+^y

(A.18C)
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Where By and Dy are the rotational constants obtained from references #15 and 9.*^’
^ Equations for the values Z\ and Z 2 as a function of the spin-orbit coupling constant Yy
are shown below:
Z i = Y ,(Y ^ - 4 ) + | + 4 7 '( 7 '+ l )

(A.19a)

Z

(A .I9 b )

- l ) - f - 2 7 ’( / ' + l ) ) .

2

Yy takes the transition for increasing T from Hund’s case (a) to Hund’s case (b) ^
into account. Values can be found in references 16 and 17.*^’*’ This set of equations
allows us to determine the frequencies of the optical transitions.
The temperature dependent population of the rotational states for

as well as

is determined by the Boltzmann distribution:
f

(2 / + l)e x p [-M ,7 (7 + l)/k r)}
V

^^20)

|] ( 2 7 +1) exp[- {h cB JiJ+1) / kT)}
7=0

The infinite sum can be approximated by an integral, and the population of the
rotational states can be described as
hcB„
_
f
B„ hc^
f j = - ^ { 2 J + l) exp - 7 ( 7 + 1)kT
kT

(A.21)

The intensity of each upper rotational level can be expressed, apart from a constant,
as the product of the Boltzmann distribution f j and a line-strength factor Sr, which
defines the distribution over the P, Q and R branches. Honl and London*^ first gave the
precise formulae for the line strengths of a symmetric top for absorption, which are valid
whether or not thermal equilibrium exists. The formulas are the following:
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^

. , ( ^ '+ 1 ± g ) ( / ^ l z g )
J'+ l

S e

(A.22a)

j2 J '+ m ^
J'iJ'+ l)

(A.22b)
. ^ ( j '^ n ) ( y - n )

^

r

The relative intensity of a spectral line is the product of the thermal distribution in
the upper excited state and the Hdnl-London factors:
Kei =Sr- f j -

(A.23)

These formulas allow us to calculate the relative rotational line spectrum
(wavelengths and intensities) of molecular nitrogen. To compare the measured spectrum
with the computed spectrum, the line-broadening effects have to be taken into account.
Natural line broadening can be neglected compared to the instrumental FWHM. The
instrument profile is measured using a low-pressure mercury lamp. In the last simulation
step, the computed line spectrum is convoluted with a Gaussian distribution with the
FWHM determined in the calibration measurement. The results of the simulation of the
line at 337.1 nm within the second positive system of nitrogen for an instrumental
FWHM = 0.03 nm at several temperatures are shown in Figure A.3. The curves are
shifted vertically for a better separation.
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A P P E N D IX B
IN T E N S IF IE D C H A R G E C O U P L E D D E V IC E (IC C D C A M E R A )

4 Picos ICCD camera (Stanford Optics, Inc.) is used for imaging and spectroscopic
measurement for large volume GD and micro plasma jet experiments.

B .l F e a tu re s

• Wide range of exposure times from 200 ps - DC.
• Trigger delay timing for flexible adaptation to “real life” experiments, e.g. range
gating or multiple exposures.
• Extremely high system response down to 1 nanoLux with dual stage intensifier
• High Dynamic Range: 14 Bit (theoretical limit 16 bit), with 4 Spec Spectroscopy PC
Software up to 21 Bit.
• Spectrum with all lines integrated (binned).
• Sensitivity variable over a wide range corresponding to 50 — 5 x lO’ ASA in
conventional film

(1

x

10

*^ fc).

• Wide spectral response from: 110 nm (UV) to 1300 nm (IR).
• Distortion free imaging due to advanced proximity focused MCP (Micro Channel
Plate) image intensifier and use of highest quality CCD array for best sensitivity and
resolution.
• Video norm signal interface EIA, RS 170.
• Programmable control parameter entry via RS 232 (digital set up), remote control
software included.
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• Single Trigger Discriminator integrated.
• Adaptation to in situ light level variations by internal digital programmable brightness
control of the electronic shutter action, with exact reproducible digital setting of delay
and exposure times. Very high system integration permits small physical size of the
total unit — even very difficult surveillance jobs are mastered easily by remote
control.
• Auto iris logical output signal is supplied as standard.
• Effortless Image/Data storage and retrieve via system interface RS 170 to an external
optional standard VCR, frame grabber or optical disk.
• Any C-mount ‘/ 2 “ video camera can be installed for customized applications.

B.2 Specincations
B.2.1 MCP-Specifications
Type: Proximity Focused MCP, single or dual-stage (V-stack).
Diameter:

25 mm.

Wavelength range: Subject to window design, Standard: 110 - 1300 nm Glass, window.
Optional: Quartz- or MgF2-window.
Resolution:

650 pixels/25 mm MCP; 17 line pair/mm Field of view image area.

Gain :V = 0 ... 1000 V, (4 k steps) highest MCP luminous gain 4 x 1 0 single-stage CP or
1 X 10 dual-stage MCP. Control via RS 232 digital setup.
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B.2.2 Spectral Sensitivity of Photocathodes
S20Q approx. 200 nm - 900 nm, Figure C l.l.
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Figure B .l Spectra response o f the photocathodes.

B.2.3 Coupling Phosphor (MCP) CCD
Relay lens:

6

element, f/0.8.
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Image area: 20 x 15 mm.

B.2.4 Shutter Control
Multiple direct images with a repetition/delay time setting as short as 0.5 ps (optional 0.3
ps) can be synchronized with ease to any external TTL source.

B.2.4.1 Internal Exposure
Time (ts) and delay

(to )

of the gate pulse, or multiple exposures with CPU internally

digital programmable:
ts = 2 0 0 ps ... 80 s, min. steps
to=

0

... 80 s, min. steps

10

10

ps

ps.

Trigger propagation delay. < 65 ns, less than 10 ps jitter.
Initializing:

-Trig, -t-Trig, or

Multiple Exposures: Any sequence, 0.5 ps (0.3 ps optional) “dead time” between
exposures.

B.2.4.2 External Exposure control
Control of the camera internal Pulse E amplifier via ExtGtP, Figure A 1.2
(TTL Pulse) input: Shutter continuous from t = 200 ps

...oo,

to

t, to determined by external device.
Trigger propagation delay: < 45 ns, no jitter.
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Figure B.2. Analog Shutter Control (schematic).
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